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BY GERRY BATES

Less than a week after the government’s
own measure of inflation jumped to 3.3%
and after the Governor of the Bank of
England penned a letter warning of fur-

ther increases to come, Chancellor Alistair
Darling continued to insist that: “Pay awards in
both the public and private sector have to be con-
sistent with our inflation target, which is 2%”.
What, exactly, will this mean for workers? It

means month-by-month, pay pack-by-pay pack
attacks on our pay. It means that as prices continue
to rocket, the money in our pockets will fall behind.
It means, in effect, pay cuts.
Brown and Darling cynically pursue their 2%

agenda in the face of data that shows the gap
between rich and poor is larger than in 1997, after
they failed to put a dent the levels of child poverty
and as the prices of basic food items, gas and elec-
tricity rise.
All the major public sector unions are in dispute

with the government over pay. The NUT, PCS and
UCU have already taken action. Members of
Unison in local government recently voted to reject
their pay offer and will take action in July. The
solid, militant action taken by fuel truck drivers in
mid-June secured a 14% pay increase. Similar
action in other unions could win significantly bet-
ter offers, but only if there is a clear strategy to win.
It’s not just public sector workers who are suffer-

ing. All those on the minimum and lower wages,
unorganised and contract workers, those on bene-
fits and pensions are already feeling the pinch.
Action must be combined with an organisation

drive across the trade unions and demands on the
minimum wage and benefits.
The Unison strikes on the 16 and 17 July should

be a rallying point for this campaign. Building a
base of support for local government workers in
the first days of a series of actions, will be vital to
taking the campaign forward.
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Fight for wages to match prices!
BY TOM UNTERRAINER

Interest rates increased by one-tenthfrom May to June. The leap from 3%
to 3.3% is the largest increase since
1997. The increase prompted Mervyn

King, Governor of the Bank of England,
to write to Chancellor Alistair Darling
explaining that the “rise can be accounted
for by large and, until recently, unantici-
pated increases in the prices of food, fuel,
gas and electricity”. No kidding Mr King!
He goes on to explain that in the year to

May: “world agricultural prices increased
by 60% and UK retail food prices by 8%; oil
prices rose by more than 80% to average
$123 a barrel and UK fuel prices increased
by 20%; wholesale gas prices increases by
160% and UK household electricity and gas
bills by around 10%." King predicts that oil
prices will continue to rise, that utility
companies will increase gas bills well into
the future and that the fall in the value of
sterling will boost the price of imports,
adding further “pressure on consumer
prices”, ie. food will continue to get more
expensive.
Mervyn King resurrects the old-chestnut

of linking public sector wages with infla-
tion. Brown warned in the past that an
increase in the wages of civil servants,
nurses, teachers and other public sector
workers would destabilise interest rates
and damage the economy. It is an excuse, a
way tvomake war on the working class: to
hold down pay of all workers, take on the
union, and impose three-year below infla-
tion pay deals on the public sector.
In June 1865, Karl Marx published

'Value, Price and Profit', a series of speech-
es made to the First International. Marx
demolishes the notion that prices are deter-
mined by wages: “The dogma that 'wages
determine the price of commodities,'
expressed in its most abstract terms, comes
to this, that 'value is determined by value,'

and this tautology means that, in fact, we
know nothing at all about value. Accepting
this premise, all reasoning about the gener-
al laws of political economy turns into
mere twaddle." Marx argues that an
increase in wages does not cause inflation
but a redistribution of value — shifts in
production towards those commodities
workers now have the money to buy, and
from which capitalists can make a profit,
but not, in the long-run, necessarily overall
increases in the prices of those same goods.
Armed with this response to Brown's

claims the labour movement should be

fearless in demanding higher wages to
meet the rising cost of living.
The significant increase in food and fuel

prices is starting to hit home across the
working class. Wages are being “devalued”
across the board.
A worker on the minimum wage (£5.52

per hour) working 40 hours a week earns
about £11,000 per year before tax. The Bank
of England predicts that CPI will increase
to 3.5% by the end of the year so if the min-
imum wage is not increased by the same
amount, the lowest paid workers will be
around £400 worse off. But the fact that the
real rate of inflation for the poorest work-
ers is something approaching 10% and ris-
ing life is getting especially tough for the
lowest paid workers.
It’s time for the labour movement to take

come together to fight these de facto wage
cuts. We need a workers' inquiry into
prices and wages — the unions should
gather information about the real rate of
inflation and the how each group of work-
ers are being affected. And union leaders
should launch a campaign for wages, pen-
sions and benefits to be linked to the cost of
living: they should rise in step with rises in
the cost of living. This idea is not new,
union militants and socialists in the past
have demanded the same sort of thing,
calling it a “sliding scale of wages”.
Will the unions rise to the challenge?

Since 1997 the major trade unions have
been locked into “social partnership” with
the government — trade unions have sub-
ordinated the interests of their members to
the interests of the government and big
capital. If this relationship is maintained
and there is a wide-spread economic crisis,
in which the unions fail to defend wages,
and jobs the consequences will be horren-
dous.
A “sliding-scale of wages, benefits and

pensions” is the absolute minimum defen-
sive measure for our class. Such protection

from rapid increases in the cost of living
would mean that families and individuals
will continue to be able to feed, house and
clothe themselves without suffering mas-
sively in other respects.
And of course the labour movement

should raise demands for an adjustment in
wages to make up for the past years of
below inflation pay — as local government
workers are strking for this month. We also
need an increased minimum wage, better
job security and improved work condi-
tions.
Mervyn King’s open letter to the

Chancellor was a mere formality in the
running of British capitalism. The trade
unions should write their own — less for-
mal — letter to the government. It should,
for once, be a declaration of intent.

Good for the environment? Good for us?
BY COLIN FOSTER

The activist left, being heavily concen-
trated in city-centre areas with relative-

ly copious public transport, may be liable
to underestimate the impact of fuel price
rises.
Even in Britain, probably the majority of

the working class live in outlying areas of
cities and in small towns: they have no
choice but to drive a car to get to work.
About two-thirds of all journeys to work in
Britain are made by car.
In more sprawling cities in other coun-

tries — as, for example, in the vast stretch-
es of suburb in western Sydney — reliance
on the car is even more compulsory. It
doesn’t matter what people living in those
areas think about the preferability of pub-
lic transport in general: for now, and for
the foreseeable future, they have to drive
to get to work or to almost anything else.
In poorer countries, increased oil prices

hit by making fuel for heating and cooking
more expensive. They contribute to spi-
ralling food prices by making fertiliser
more expensive and raising the cost of
food imports.
But it is not within the power of the

labour movement, or even of a workers’
government in a single country or group of

countries, to stop the rise in world oil
prices.
It would not be desirable for the labour

movement to press governments towards
paying large subsidies to keep down the
prices of fossil-fuel, when we know that
cheap oil is unsustainable in the long term
— supplies are limited, and in any case the
world has to shift urgently from fossil fuels
to less carbon-emitting alternatives if we
are to avert huge ecological damage.
Under capitalism, the higher oil prices

mean huge profits for oil companies, and a
boost for the most ecologically-damaging
projects for oil extraction, as in Alaska or in
the oil sands of Canada. To save the world,
we need to replace profit by social plan-
ning as the driving force of economic life.
But the higher oil prices are pulling

down the sales of four-wheel-drives far
more than reams of activist agitation
against the gas-guzzlers ever has done.
The oil price rise pushes governments and
businesses to move faster on alternatives to
fossil fuels: it would be foolish to want to
counteract that effect.
Some left-wing agitation attributes the

oil price rises exclusively or mainly to
speculation, suggesting that a firm hand
with the speculators would solve the prob-
lem.
In an international market like oil, it

would be almost impossible for the labour
movement to stop the speculators, short of
a workers’ government controlling most of
the world. In any case, it is unlikely that
speculation is more than a secondary rea-
son for the price rise.
Speculation — rich people buying oil

“futures”, in the expectation that the price
will rise — can make a price “bubble”
swell faster. But there are not vast hoards
of oil being kept off the market in order to
raise prices. Inventories are low. The spec-
ulation can only speed up a trend which is
already there.
The trend is there because demand for

oil is outstripping supply, and more and
more expensive sources of oil are becom-
ing marketable.
Low production in Iraq because of the

chaos there since the US/UK invasion is
one factor. More fundamentally, it may be
that we are nearing “peak oil”, the point in
history where the Earth’s finite oil reserves
have been so thoroughly tapped that in
future supply can only dwindle.
An official report for the US government

tells us that: “oil companies have conduct-
ed extensive exploration over the last
decade, but their results have been disap-
pointing”. A survey article by economists
Mikka Pineda and Rachel Ziemba for
www.rgemonitor.com notes “sky-rocket-

ing exploration and development costs”.
At the same time, demand for oil has

been increasing, especially with the rapid
industrial development in China and
India: China’s crude oil imports have
grown by almost 20% a year since 2003.
After the two “oil shocks” of 1973-4 and

1979-80, from about 1985 oil prices moder-
ated. If oil prices are measured in “2007
dollars”, in 1998 they reached an all-time
low, and up to 2003 they were lower than
in 1986.
The current price rise started in mid-

2004, and over the last four years has
increased the cost by four times (measured
in current US dollars), two and a half to
three times (measured in constant US dol-
lars), or two to two and half times (mea-
sured in euros).
This is a solid and well-established

trend, and probably means that the long-
term trend for oil prices for many years to
come will continue upwards.
In response to the continuing rise in oil

prices, as with other “necessities”, we
should demand that the labour movement
establish an accurate cost-of-living index
based on working-class circumstances, and
fight for an automatic escalator clause
guaranteeing that wages and benefits at
least keep pace with that index.
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The sliding
scale and
solidarity
"Trade unions and other mass organisa-
tions should bind the workers and the
unemployed together in the solidarity
of their mutual responsibility. On this
basis all the work on hand would be
divided among all existing workers in
accordance with how the extent of the
working week is defined. The average
wage of every worker remains the same
as it was under the old working week.
Wages, under a strictly guaranteed min-
imum, would follow the movement of
prices."
Leon Trotsky, 'Sliding Scale of Wages
and Sliding Scale of Hours', from 'Tasks
of the Fourth International'

Mervyn King
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BY MARTIN THOMAS

Imagine a foreign politico-military encampment inthe capital city, covering an area roughly equivalent
to the whole space between Parliament Square,
Charing Cross, and Buckingham Palace, or the

offices round Whitehall plus St James’s Park.
Its area is similar to that of the Vatican City, in Rome;

but unlike the Vatican, it is surrounded by high walls five
metres thick. It contains its own power generators, water
wells, drinking-water treatment plant, sewage plant, fire
station, irrigation system, fuel depot, food and supply
warehouses, vehicle-repair garage, and workshops.
That is the new US embassy in Baghdad, the biggest

embassy in the world. Construction began in mid-2005,
and US officials are due to move in soon.
The embassy complex symbolises what George W

Bush’s US administration has been demanding in negoti-
ations with the Shia-Kurdish coalition government in Iraq
over terms for US troops to stay in Iraq after their UN
authorisation expires on 31 December 2008.
US negotiators have demanded complete freedom of

movement in Iraq for the US military; powers to launch
military operations without seeking Iraqi government
permission; control over Iraqi air space; authority to arrest
and detain Iraqis without reference to Iraqi courts; immu-
nity from prosecution in Iraqi courts for American troops,
contractors and corporations in Iraq; and 58 long-term
bases in the country.
The US offered no promise to defend Iraq from outside

attack or to defend democratic institutions in Iraq.
Plausible speculation is that the US’s medium-term plan

is to “harden” the Iraqi army enough to make possible a
“deniable” military coup. After that, the US would hope
for Iraq to be kept stable and US-friendly under a “soft”
dictatorship led by one of the Iraqi army officers whom
the US army is now assiduously trying to train, rather
than having to deal with a fragile parliamentary regime
like the current one, dominated by pro-Iranian Shia-
Islamist parties.
The US is softening its demands in negotiation. But its

opening bid tells us what the Bush administration wants.
The same Bush administration that seeks such drastic

powers in Iraq makes no complaint about:
• the continuation on the statute books of Saddam’s

anti-union laws, so that almost all the new unions which
have emerged since 2003 are theoretically illegal;
• decree 8750, passed by the Baghdad government in

2005, giving the government powers to seize all trade-
union funds;
• the Baghdad government’s threat in June 2007 to

arrest leaders of the Iraqi Federation of Oil Unions when
oil workers struck over issues around the plans to priva-
tise Iraqi oil;
• recent moves by the Baghdad government to sack

union activists and other workers and managers in the
southern oil industry.
The Bush administration’s attitude to the Iraqi labour

movement can be no surprise. But what do the negotia-
tions tell us about the USA’s long-term strategic plans?
Back in 2003, then US Defense Secretary Donald

Rumsfeld (in a press conference on 21 April) said that any
suggestion that the United States is planning a permanent

military presence in Iraq was “inaccurate and unfortu-
nate.”
At the start of the current negotiations, late last year, the

Guardian reported (26 November 2007): “Iraq’s govern-
ment is preparing to grant the US a long-term troop pres-
ence in the country and preferential treatment for
American investors in return for a guarantee on long-term
security...
“Iraqi officials said that, under the proposed formula,

Iraq would get full responsibility for internal security and
American troops would relocate to bases outside cities.
The proposals foresee a long-term presence of about
50,000 US troops, down from the current figure of more
than 160,000”.
A u-turn by the USA? No. In fact, Rumsfeld was either

lying, or drunk on the neo-con illusion that a simple short,
sharp shock by compact, high-tech military force would
set Iraq on course to McDonalds/Coca-Cola capitalism
with little further ado, or both. By the time he spoke it was
already clear that the US plan would include a drive to get
permanent bases in Iraq.
On 20April 2003 the NewYork Times reported that “the

US is planning a long-term military relationship with the
emerging government of Iraq, one that would grant the
Pentagon access to military bases and project American
influence into the heart of the unsettled region”.
Influential US ruling-class advocates of the invasion

had already said in 2002 that “Iraq... is the most logical
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Self-determination for Iraq

DEMOCRACY

US IMPERIALISM

Rising inflation and the government policy of
wage cutting by keeping wage increases below
inflation, is reviving active, militant trade
unionism.

Workers are being faced with the choice to either fight
or docilely let their living standards be forced down by a
government whose pandering to the rich was a already,
even before it adopted a policy of “fighting inflation” by
cutting the real wages of low paid workers, a scandal and
an obscenity.
The anti-union laws which the Thatcher Tories imposed

at the beginning of the 1980s and Blair-Brown have kept
on the statute books through 11 years of New Labour gov-
ernment, are an important weapon in the hands of the
Government against rising militant trade unionism.
They are likely to take on a practical importance such as

they have not had since the great miners’ strike of 1984-85.
This is a wage-cutting government that is armed with

savage anti-working class legislation which denies to the
unions the right to legally do things that are essential to
effective trade unionism
These laws, centrally, outlaw sympathetic strike action

by workers who are not directly concerned in the matter
in dispute. Effectively they outlaw core trade unionism—
solidarity action — by confining its legal exercises within
very narrow limits.
Such glorious deeds of the not so distant past as coal

miners going on strike on behalf of hospital workers, who
were reluctant to strike because of the nature of their jobs,
could not now legally happen in Britain.
The anti-union laws tie the unions into rigid procedures

— a ballot of union members — without which strikes are
illegal and a union going on strike is liable to have its
funds seized. What this does is slow everything down: it
outlaws the quick, sharp industrial action that served us
so well during the years of great labour militancy from the
early-50s to the late-70s.
Just before New Labour won the 1997 General Election,

Tory-Tony Blair promised the Daily Mail that a New
Labour government would not repeal Thatcher’s anti-
union legislation, which, he acknowledged, was the most
restrictive labour legislation in Europe. He kept his word
to theMail.
It is one measure of how far New Labour, “left” and

right alike, now is from the labour movement, that the
government’s retention of the Tory anti-union laws has
not evoked a fierce and implacable campaign for their
repeal.
There have been many revolts by Labour MPs — the

only still-alive remnant of the old Labour Party — but not
on trade union freedom.
The wretched once-upon-a-time coal miner and one-

time working class militant. Dennis Skinner, who has let
himself become a popular “comic turn” in the Commons
and a pet of the Blairites — the people who keep the legal
shackles on the unions! — epitomises the state of the

labour movement.
The trade unions themselves have not campaigned for

the removal of the legal chains they wear. JohnMcDonnell
has found it impossible to get anywhere in the Commons
with his “Trade Union Freedom Bill”.
And the anti-union laws already on the statute books is

not the only legislation we need to concern ourselves
with. If the Tories win the next General Election they are
likely to stop or severely limit the right of trade unions to
finance a political party.
Immediately this would be a great blow to New Labour,

whose rich backers have done a rat-run from the flounder-
ing Blair-Brown hulk, but it would also stop unions
organising a replacement for the old Labour Party.
A reconstructed Labour Party would be legally impos-

sible.
When a 1909 court ruling (the Osbourne Judgment)

threatened to annihilate the newly organised Labour
Party by choking off union funds, the Liberal government
of the time legislated to undo the court ruling. A Liberal
government…
Today in the EU Britain’s anti union laws are at odds

with the union rights enjoyed by other west European
workers. The EU licences Britain’s exceptionalism here,
but even so, the gap between Britain and the rest of the EU
may give the unions room for legal manoeuvre.
In any case, workers should break the law if necessary.

If enough unions, their members acting officially or unof-
ficially, do that, the anti-union legislation may be ren-
dered inoperable.
The right to take solidarity action is the core trade union

freedom and the very heart of labour movements. We
must restore the right of British workers to legally take
such action, that is, act as fighting trade unionists.
Now is the time to make a new drive against the anti-

union laws — a political campaign for trade union free-
doms must be made part of the revival of active trade
unionism.

Fight the anti-union laws!

Continued on page 4

Thatcher wanted to smash the unions. That was the
point of the anti-union laws. New Labour kept them
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place to relocate Middle Eastern US bases in the twen-
ty-first century...
“This conclusion stems not from any imperialist tri-

umphalism but from its opposite: the realisation that not
only do our current bases in Saudi Arabia have a bleak
future, but the Middle East in general is on the brink of an
epochal passage that will weaken US influence there in
many places. Indeed, the relocation of our bases to Iraq
would constitute an acceptance of dynamic change rather
than a perpetuation of the status quo...
“The real question is not whether the American military

can topple Saddam’s regime but whether the American
public has the stomach for imperial involvement of a kind
we have not known since the United States occupied
Germany and Japan”. (Robert D Kaplan, a visiting profes-
sor at the Annapolis Naval Academy, in The Atlantic
Monthly, November 2002).
Opponents of the invasion said so too. “Since 1990, each

large-scale US intervention has left behind a string of new
US military bases in a region where the US had never
before had a foothold. The US military is inserting itself
into strategic areas of the world, and anchoring US geopo-
litical influence in these areas... [For example] the 1991
Gulf War left behind large military bases in Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait, and basing rights in the other Gulf states of
Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, and the United Arab Emirates...
“The US military interventions in former Yugoslavia

resulted in new US military bases in five countries:
Hungary, Albania, Bosnia, Macedonia, and the sprawling
Camp Bondsteel complex in southeastern Kosovo... Iraq is
certainly the primary target for a new US war...” (Zoltan
Grossman, Counterpunch, 2 February 2002).

US BASES RELOCATING

Independent professional analysts of US military strate-gy agreed. They noted that since the collapse of the
USSR in 1991 the US had been working through a major
readjustment of its huge network of overseas military
bases. The network is far, far bigger than any other coun-
try’s. Exact numbers are impossible to get, because the
Pentagon uses legal quibbles to “define away” many
bases, but the USA probably has about 1000 overseas mil-
itary bases.
In 1990, prior to the Gulf War, the United States had no

bases in South Asia and only 10 percent as many in the
Middle East/Africa as in 1947. In Latin America and the
Caribbean the number of US bases had declined by about
two-thirds between 1947 and 1990. Since 1991, the US has
been running down military bases in Europe — where it
once had nearly 500— and increasing bases in areas of the
world where they were sparse.
Thus John Pike, director of the US think-tank

GlobalSecurity.org, had no hesitation about it in 2003. “A
lot of those forces that were deployed from Germany
down to Iraq are just going to stay in Iraq, and a lot of
American bases in Germany are going to get closed.”
The USA announced the closure of its bases in Saudi

Arabia soon after the invasion of Iraq in March 2003 —
because it thought it could now site its Middle East bases
more securely in Iraq, not because it wanted to withdraw
from the region.
However, current US policy in Iraq is more than a con-

tinuation of that long-term shift. The theory of the late
1990s was that higher military technology could make the
US military much more quick-footed.
The doctrine, as GlobalSecurity.org reports it, was this:

“Gone are the days of massive bases in places like
Germany, Japan and South Korea that look like small US
towns. Replacing them will be a global network of what
Pentagon planners call ‘lily pads’ — small forward bases
in remote, dangerous corners of the world that can act as
jumping-off points when crises arise...”
Quickly the US administration found that the neo-con

ultras, like Rumsfeld, Perle, and Wolfowitz, who had
argued that miracles would be produced by a short, sharp
shock in Iraq, with relatively few ground troops, had been
deluded.
The US military in Iraq were not nimble frogs perched

on lily pads, but ponderous toads. Perle, Wolfowitz, and
Rumsfeld, one after the other, left the administration. The
USAsettled in for a toad-like waddle, rather than frog-like
leaps.
In March 2004 it was reported that US engineers were

constructing 14 “enduring bases” for the US military in
Iraq — solid concrete edifices, built to last decades. We
commented in Solidarity: “a central US objective in the war
was to secure US military bases in Iraq, to protect its
regional interests” (Solidarity 3/54, 24 June 2004).
Also in 2004, planning started for the new US embassy

in Baghdad, which will be a sizeable military base in itself.
In 2002-3, inWorkers’ Liberty 2/3, we raised the possibil-

ity that the US invasion of Iraq might trigger a sequence
of events similar to the 1882 British invasion of Egypt.
That 1882 invasion was planned as a short, sharp blow

to ensure interest payments on debts were met. The lead-
ers of the British Liberal government which ordered it
opposed any continuing British politico-military presence
in Egypt not only in public reassurances, but in private
correspondence at the time. But Britain found it impossi-
ble to construct a stable, reliable Egyptian government to
deal with, and gradually got drawn into asserting semi-
colonial control over Egypt – for the next seventy years.
Does the USA’s “toad” policy tell us that the “Egypt”

scenario is in fact being played out?

ANALYSING US IMPERIALISM

Many people on the left described the USA’s role in
Iraq as indistinguishable from old-style “high impe-

rialism” right from the start. Thus when Socialist Worker (7
June) screamed about the “new US plan for total control...
strip the country of its sovereignty... the US wants unlim-
ited access to, and control over, the country’s wealth...
total subjugation”, it was unconvincing, because Socialist
Worker had been saying the same sort of thing right from
the start.
But is Socialist Worker here like the stopped clock which

is nevertheless right twice a day?
To think so would be grossly to underestimate the fias-

co of US policy in Iraq. Despite its enormous military
investment, the US has been unable to secure political
control in Iraq. What Britain could do, even reluctantly, in
an Egypt where most people were illiterate peasants with
little “national” awareness, is impossible for the USA in
an Iraq which is highly urbanised, literate, and saturated
with nationalism (in rival strands, hostile to each other,
but all also hostile to the USA). Doubly impossible in an
era where the US public can see overseas wars on TV and
will not tolerate casualties in them even a fraction of, say,
the British Army’s 20,000-plus in the Boer War.
Even Bush’s circle knows that. Bush’s “strategy” at

present may well be little more than to find ways of last-
ing out in Iraq until early 2009, when he can hand over the

mess to a new President; but all serious US ruling-class
figures, whatever their rhetoric, very much want to find
ways to reduce the US military presence in Iraq and move
it more into the background.
If it were not that the USA knows its weaknesses, it

would not be negotiating with an Iraqi government
whose dominant parties have very close ties to the USA’s
chief enemy in the region, Iran, and which has failed to
carry through any of the political measures demanded of
it by the USAafter the USA’s big review of Iraq strategy in
late 2006.
The US is demanding “belt and braces” in the new mil-

itary agreement precisely because it is hard-pressed. It
wants to get as much as it can now, when the Iraqi govern-
ment knows that it will fall without US military backing,
and thus must, however complainingly, sign a deal to
keep the troops there.
US strategists will know they can get no absolute guar-

antees. When the US left the Philippines in 1947 (they had
been a US colony since 1902), it had an agreement which
guaranteed US bases there until 2046. Until 1991 the
Philippines held the biggest US overseas military base in
the world — and it must have been one of the biggest
overseas military bases of any power, ever, in peacetime
— Clark Air Base, with a permanent population of 15,000
in 1990.
Yet the unrevolutionary, and by no means strongly anti-

US, “People’s Power” movement of 1986 scuppered that.
Cory Aquino, installed as president after the fall of the
dictator Marcos, was forced to demand US withdrawal,
and in 1991-2 the US evacuated Clark Air Base and most
of its other bases in the Philippines.
The USA wants to use the clout it has now to gain as

many positions of strength as it can for the future.
Republican presidential candidate John McCain was in

the Rumsfeld-Perle-Wolfowitz camp on Iraq in 2002 (“I
believe that success will be fairly easy” — 24 September
2002). When asked recently about the prospect of US
troops being in Iraq for many years, he replied bullishly:
“Make it a hundred [years]! We’ve been in Japan for 60
years. We’ve been in South Korea 50 years or so. That
would be fine with me”.
But the same McCain also admitted that “if the Bush

administration’s plan had not produced visible signs of
progress by the time a McCain presidency began, he
might be forced... to end American involvement in Iraq”
(New York Times, 15 April 2007).
McCain now says that Bush’s plan has produced

progress. But he also knows for reasons of US political,
economic, and military overstretch, he has to find some
way to scale down the US military presence in Iraq soon.
“Many Iraqis resent American military presence”, he
admits. “As soon as we can reduce our visibility as much
as possible, the better I think it is going to be”. He has
explained away his notorious “hundred years” comment
by saying that it is about US bases kept in Iraq by Iraqi
agreement and not involved in any Iraqi politics.
Socialists should oppose the USA’s attempts to gain

positions of strength in Iraq, and champion Iraq self-
determination. But at the same time we should not let
facile agitation, falsely equating the USA’s role in Iraq
with old-style governor-general imperialism, seduce us
into giving credence or de facto support to the clerical-fas-
cist militias in Iraq.
Those sectarian militias will never win self-determina-

tion for Iraq, but rather, tear it apart and destroy the Iraqi
labour movement which is the only plausible champion of
democratic Iraqi self-determination.

David Davis, the ex-Tory MP soon to stand in a
by-election for his own constituency on a
platform of opposing 42 day detention with-
out charge and defending civil liberties, is a

hard-line right-winger. He supports the restoration of
the death penalty. He has voted repeatedly in
Parliament against lesbian and gay equality: against the
repeal of Section 28, against an equal age of consent,
against adoption rights. He voted to cut back women's
access to abortion. He wants to abolish the minimal pro-
tections of the Human Rights Act.
Even on the issues he has claimed as his own, Davis'

disagreement with New Labour is tactical. After all, he
himself voted for 28 days detention and, as was then Tory
policy, for ID cards. And, of course, like all loyal ruling-
class servants, he opposes not only the repeal of Britain's
anti-trade union laws, but even the most minimal exten-
sion of workers' rights to soften the industrial autocracy
which our bosses have now established in the great major-

ity of workplaces.
Davis is an enemy of freedom. It is ridiculous that this

man should be accepted as a champion of liberty in pop-
ular consciousness, aiding the election of a Tory govern-
ment which will, whatever the details, attack our rights
even more viciously than New Labour has.
Neither Labour nor the Lib Dems will be standing in the

Haltemprice and Howden by-election (one of Labour's
considerations, apparently, was that its previously select-
ed candidate opposes 42 day detention!) The only serious
candidate to float himself, Kelvin McKenzie, the ex-Sun
editor who said he would oppose Davis on a "tough on
terrorism" platform, has been vetoed by Rupert Murdoch,
who told him the Sun would not back him.
So a right-wing, authoritarian, ruling-class warrior like

Davis is left to present himself as a champion of freedom,
with only an even more right-wing populist and the
Monster Raving Loony Party to oppose him! No wonder
so many people think politics is a farce!

Who really defends freedom?

ANTI-TERROR LAW

Defending freedom? Not David Davis
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This is abridged from a statement
by the International Socialist
Organisation Zimbabwe written
before MDC candidate Morgan

Tsvangirai withdrew from the election,
and followed by a postscript concerning
the withdrawal. It is worth restating our
opposition to the comrades' electoral
support, however critical, for the MDC;
we printed a critique in the last issue of
Solidarity and hope they will reply
when they are able to.
Amember of the ISO will be speaking at

Ideas for Freedom on Saturday 12 July
(see page 12).

REIGN OF TERROR

The Mugabe regime has unleashed a
reign of terror across the country. The

levels of violence and political intimida-
tion now far exceed those ahead of the
2000 elections. The economic collapse is
severe and unprecedented. [Central Bank
head Gideon] Gono’s floating of the dollar
has led to its collapse to $1USA to ZW$6
billion and inflation now over 2 million
percent with prices going up twice a
week. The people are truly suffering.
Since 1 May there have been arbitrary

arrests of civic leaders starting with the
two weeks detention of the Zimbabwe
Congress of Trade Union president and
secretary general. Fourteen WOZA lead-
ers were detained for nearly a month for
protesting the delay in releasing the elec-
tion results. Also arrested and harassed
are church, student and NGO leaders and
teachers.
NGOs and movements have effectively

been closed down by the regime, despite
assertions to the contrary. Humanitarian
NGOs providing food relief, drugs and
support to AIDS/HIV patients have been
particularly hit.
Several ISO members from Mbare,

Sunningdale, Epworth and Chitungwiza
have had their houses raided, forcing
them to flee, whilst others have been bru-
tally assaulted. Tec Bara, the ISO Harare
gender co-ordinator and Zimbabwe Social
Forum national deputy convenor for gen-
der is currently hospitalized after being
brutally assaulted at her home Friday
night. Three of our Mutare comrades were
also assaulted and brutalized. A hostel in
Kambuzuma where the Women’s
Coalition housed fleeing women and their
children was raided and people were
forced to flee.
The MDC is receiving the brunt of the

attacks. Tsvangirai has been repeatedly
arrested, his rallies banned and campaign
busses and vehicles impounded. MDC is
totally blacked-out from the state con-
trolled daily newspapers, radio and TV
whilst people are being forced to remove
their satellite dishes. Detained MDC sec-
retary general Tendai Biti faces treason
charges, carrying the death penalty. This
past week in Harare, the wife of the MDC
Harare Mayor-Elect was abducted and
killed, houses in townships fire-bombed
with four people killed and twenty hous-
es in the Chipinge rural village of NCA
chairperson L Madhuku torched.

WHY DO WE SEE THIS?

There are three basic objectives behind
the regime’s crack-down. The first is

for Zanu PF to win the crucial presidential
elections by any means necessary.
Increasingly over the last few weeks an

election that MDC was clearly poised to
win has turned and a Mugabe “victory” is
now the most likely result as MDC struc-
tures are decimated and the rural popula-

tion are bludgeoned and starved into sub-
mission. Peasants are correctly aware that
the ward-based system of voting will
make it easy for Zanu PF to identify vil-
lages that vote against them and exert
revenge. Various reports indicate the
game plan. Known MDC activists will be
forced to plead illiteracy and be accompa-
nied by senior Zanu PF village leaders,
who will “assist” them in voting. The day
after elections, all villagers have been
ordered to assemble near counting sta-
tions and await results so that it can be
confirmed that they have truly repented.
The structures of war have now been
resuscitated in the countryside. The crack-
down is also designed to neutralize any
resistance to a Mugabe “victory,” which
this time will be quickly announced.
MDC and civic society are paying a

heavy price for failing to heed warnings
not to take the elections route as their
principal strategy but instead to take mass
action centred around a fighting united
front of the opposition, civic society and
labour demanding a new democratic con-
stitution before any elections. At best elec-
tions should only have been used as a sec-
ondary tactic to mobilize people for the
central strategy of mass action. Capitalist
elites who used their money to commodi-
fy our struggles and worm up their way
into leadership positions in the opposition
and civic society stopped this, fostered
illusions in the elections and marginalized
the activists who built the party and are
today sorely needed. Even if Zanu PF
loses, Mugabe has declared that he will
not hand over power to MDC but rather
go to war. A radio report on Power FM
quoted Mugabe declaring at a rally - “If
you thought Hitler is gone, then you are
mistaken, because Hitler is not only back
but back here in Zimbabwe.”
The second objective is to recapture the

parliamentary majority for Zanu PF by
convicting MDC MPs-elect or forcing
them to flee. It is likely that by the time
Parliament convenes, enough opposition
MPs will either be in detention or have
fled to give Zanu PF the majority to elect
both the Speaker of the House of
Assembly and President of Senate, despite
being the minority party.
The third objective is preparation for a

Zanu PF dominated but neoliberal and
pro-business Government of National
Unity (GNU) with MDC after the elec-
tions. The crack-down is designed to force
MDC into such a GNU and pre-empt any
potential resistance from its radicals or

civic society. Today many of the cowardly
elites who have wormed their way to the
top in the opposition, will, as we have
been warning for over two years, gladly
accept the GNU, with the support of busi-
ness, Mbeki, SADC and most of the west,
fearful of the further radicalization of the
Zimbabwean crisis.

THE WAY FORWARD

The first and most important thing is to
confront the veil of fear that threatens

to suffocate us. The defiance of the closure
of offices by several NGOs is correct. Even
if the regime closes our offices we must
not allow it to close down our movements
- underground alternatives must be
urgently built. But no one group can with-
stand this pressure alone. We need a unit-
ed collective response. This is why for the
last three years and at the Peoples
Convention we were calling for the need
to build a radical united front of civic
groups, labour and the anti-capitalist
movement, autonomous from MDC, if
working with it. One based on a pro-
working people and anti-neoliber-
al/capitalist ideology. At the Convention
we unfortunately allowed our tactical dif-
ferences on whether to support or boycott
the March Elections, to divide us and stop
us from the bigger project of building
such a united front. Today we all pay a
heavy price.
But it is not too late to regroup, re-

organise and offer leadership in action
along with MDC. Even under this crack-
downwe can regroup, initially on a defen-
sive program of solidarity for those under
attack and self-defence and counter-
attacks where necessary. Most urgently
we call for a Summit of Leaders of the
Opposition and Civic Society to set up a
united front of resistance.
We believe that such a united front must

be totally rooted in and around the bread
and butter concerns of working people
including peasants and the unemployed
as opposed to the wealthy capitalist elites.
Any struggle against the regime that fails
to do this will be outflanked on its left by
the regime, which has shown, most pow-
erfully around the land question, strong
capacity to cynically manipulate the
poor’s concerns to remain in power and
demonise the opposition as a stooge of the
west and the business class.
One of the united front’s first tasks is to

convene a massive united front Rally for
Democracy in the centre of Harare a few
days before the elections or the week after.
The purpose of the Rally is first to fight

the veil of fear and rebuild confidence in
our movements. To send a message to the
dictatorship that we will not be cowered;
that we demand an immediate cessation
of the reign of terror, compensation of all
victims; immediate release of all political
prisoners; and send a warning to the
regime that the people will not accept its
27 June circus and that the struggle will
only accelerate after June 27 including
general strikes, stayaways, class boycotts
and civil disobedience.
Our criticism of MDC is what we per-

ceive as the increasing domination of the
party leadership by capitalist and western
elites and the marginalization of workers
and radicals. This will lead to its likely
pursing a neoliberal capitalist agenda if it
assumes power, to the detriment of work-
ing people. And secondly its disastrous
strategy of relying on the electoral route
rather than mass action. But the Mugabe
regime is driving us into hell and the peo-
ple need some breathing space in order to
re-organise and resume our battle for real

democracy and against the capitalist and
imperialist bloodsuckers.
The spirit to fight in civic society is still

there. Indeed when an ISO delegation vis-
ited the imprisoned WOZA leaders this
week, we were impressed by their high
spirits despite very harsh conditions
including being denied jerseys in this bit-
ing winter.

NO COALITION WITH ZANU PF!

There can be no marriage with such a
murderous regime - we must consign

it to its true destiny - the dustbin of histo-
ry. The GNU is a project for the dictator-
ship to perpetuate itself and for the capi-
talist and the imperialist elites, to ensure
that the poverty that the capitalist Zanu
PF government has promoted is but-
tressed by a working–people supported
MDC. Its time we allow the ordinary peo-
ple to take charge of the struggle that is
rightfully theirs and ensure an outcome
that achieves real democracy, economical-
ly and politically, for the majority and not
just political and capitalist elites as we
have so many times seen in recent history
— in Zambia, Malawi, Kenya, Nigeria,
South Africa and Eastern Europe.
Finally ISO wishes to express our

utmost gratitude to all those who have
send solidarity messages and donations to
us and other organizations and still make
a further urgent appeal for assistance. To
send solidarity messages, receive updates
or make a donation please mail us at
iso.zim@gmail.com.

POSTSCRIPT: 23 JUNE 2008

Following the publication of this
update, Morgan Tsvangirai held a

press conference where he issued a state-
ment to the effect that MDC is pulling out
of the run-off because conditions for a free
and fair election do not exist given the
massive violence against his party and
civic society. The conference followed the
dispruption of his final rally in Harare by
Zanu PF vigilantes on Sunday 22 June.
We welcome the position taken byMDC

and initial reports indicate that this posi-
tion has been accepted by MDC and civic
society activists and supporters. However,
this decision needs to be followed by
quick and concrete steps on the way for-
ward, based on a united front and mass
action strategy as indicated above. We are
well that sections of the bourgeoisie,
Rhodesian right–wing and imperialist
west will not be happy with this, seeing it
as premature surrender, and may even
pressure MDC to rescind the decision.
The MDC must resist this. Its activists

and supporters as well as civic society
desperately need breathing space to
retreat in order, re-organise and begin the
fight-back.
Re-groupment of civic groups and

establishing the united front of resistance
of the opposition and civic society has
therefore now assumed paramount
importance. This is more so because of the
massive likely pressure on MDC to now
enter into negotiations for a government
of GNU from Mbeki, SADC, UN and the
capitalist and imperialist forces. This is no
solution for working people and must be
resolutely rejected as we will detail in our
next update. But given MDC’s history of
prevarications and the strong influence of
capitalist elites within its leadership, it
may not surprise if it ends up capitulating
again.
A luta Continua! No to Dictatorship! No

to an elitist settlement! No to GNU! Viva
Socialism!

ZIMBABWE

Only mass action can stop the dictator
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office pension scheme. This motion was
remarkably similar to an emergency motion
submitted by the National Executive. It was
supported by the national leadership and
was carried.
The Socialist Party had a motion calling

for dissafiliation and for support for a New
Workers Party. This was overwhelmingly
defeated (approx. 10 to 1).
The SWP had a “democratise the link”

motion calling for the CWU to support can-
didates in elections from organisations on
the left as well as Labour candidates. The
“democratisation” motion was seen as
“backdoor dissafiliation” and was defeated
in the same proportion as the SP motion.
Two motions that contained criticism of

Labour but were pro-affiliation were not
reached. The first from the Executive called
among other things for a review of the bal-
ance of the political fund money spent on
affiliation fees to the Labour Party and that
on and wider political campaigning. This
motion had been promoted by socialists
on the Political Committee of the Executive
as an attempt to use the link more proactive-
ly. Another composite motion that was not
reached called for the CWU to campaign to
reverse the Bournemouth rule changes that
took away Party Conference democracy.

A conference delegate
• More of this report at
www.workersliberty.org

• GMB CONFERENCE: The GMB is one of
several UK unions to havemade the positive
“turn to organising” recently: a move away
from recruiting individuals on the basis of
the union’s services (cheap insurance etc.)
and towards organising whole workplaces
through collective representation and bar-
gaining. Unfortunately this doesn’t always
work out so positively on the ground, mani-
festing itself as an insidiousmember-hungri-
ness with union rushing to recruit as many
people as possible with little or no thought
about whether they’ll be able to be involved.
However, some of the better aspects of the

“turn to organising” managed to gain a rela-
tively high-profile the annual conference.
The GMB’s Southern region has recruited
some thousands of (mainly Eastern
European) migrant workers and helped
them establish a self-organised migrant
workers’ branch. The work was lauded
throughout congress, but key figures in the
GMB bureaucracy are resistant to rolling the
work out nationally.
A GMB Young Members’ fringe meeting

(jointly sponsored by No Sweat) on organis-
ing young workers also attracted prominent
members of the GMB’s organising machin-
ery, who made positive noises about
resourcing the kind of work AWL members
in the GMB have been pushing in South
Yorkshire. Wait and see.
One aspect of the lack of democratic and

political culture in the union is the way in
which leading bureaucrats like general sec-
retary Paul Kenny and president Mary
Turner can talk up militant and left creden-
tials one minute and then behave like the
best of friends with Blairite ministers. The
congress’s debates around political repre-
sentation and the union’s relationship to the

Labour Party have attracted a lot of press
coverage but the fact that right-wing New
Labour ministers like Phil Woolas are still
invited to address congress shows that the
union has a longway to go in radicalising its
relationship to the Labour Party.
While it is positive that the union has

decided to withdraw funding from some of
the most right-wing of its 100+ sponsored
MPs, a more radical motion — which called
for the immediate withdrawal of sponsor-
ship from any GMB MP who acted against
union policy — was in fact manoeuvred
against by the leadership and voted down.
In the event the number of hands appeared
difficult to count, but from the chair union
president Mary Turner refused to listen to
calls for a card vote and summarily declared
the motion lost.
There are undeniably openingswithin the

GMB for socialists, radicals and rank-and-
file activists to push for and develop positive
work described here. That has to go hand in
hand with developing a fight against an
entrenched regional and national bureaucra-
cy which is prepared to talk left around
(undeniably important) industrial cam-
paigns such as Remploy and Fenland Foods,
but will manoeuvre to stop a genuinely rad-
ical motion on the funding of MPs from
passing.

We need a thoroughgoing discussion
within the union about what political repre-
sentation means. The conception of the
union’s leadership — cherry-picking a few
of the worst offending MPs and withdraw-
ing their funding— implies a client relation-
ship to politics. Unions pay political parties
or individual politicians in the hope of some
scraps from their table. But workers’ organi-
sations need to found or refound an cohe-
sive political wing, based on and account-
able to them and their members, to fight for
their interests in the political arena.
Unfortunately, a motion proposing that

the GMB affiliate to the Labour
Representation Committee never made it to
the vote, but there are already plans to estab-
lish an LRC supporters’ network within the
union.

• CALL CENTRE: Pat Carmody, the CWU
rep at Pell & Bales call centre in Old Street,
London, has been sacked for putting his
name to a 75word article in SocialistWorker.
The article reported on a worker suspended
for asking difficult questions during train-
ing; now P&B management have reaffirmed
their viciousness and control-freakery by
sacking Pat for writing to tell people!
Their broader target is the growing union

organisation at the call centre, which has run
a variety of campaigns, won pay rises for
P&B workers and saved jobs. As a worker
quoted on the CWU leaflet to defend Pat
puts it, this is “a threat not only to Pat and
our jobs but a blow by management against
freedom of speech”.
Dozens of workers rallied outside the

office on 20 June to protest against Pat's sus-
pension; now that he has been sacked, a
broader campaign is planned. Solidarity
messages to pnbunion@googlemail.com

• FREMANTLE: Care workers in Barnet
employed by Fremantle have voted 95.9% in
favour of rejecting a derisory offer from their
employers and to resume strike action.
The latest offer presented by the company

cuts a previously proposed pay freeze from
three years to two, andmakesminor increas-
es in holiday pay.
Last year the same group of workers

struck when Fremantle took over from the
council as their employers and rehired them
on much inferior conditions. The new con-
tracts cut pay by a third.
Fremantle is an example of how ruthless a

management can be when dealing with the
workforce. Last year they sacked the Unison
shop-steward and fought to close down
LabourStart — a labour movement website
following and supporting the workers.

• TRAIN GUARDS: RMT guards at Boston,
Lincoln, Norwich and Nottingham (part of
the old Central Trains franchise) took three
successful days of strike action earlier this
month. Now working for East Midlands
Trains the guards are engaged in a struggle
to maintain the integrity of their grade and
to stop new owners Stagecoach introducing
committed Sunday working without ade-
quate compensation.
Turnout on both days to the picket lines

has been higher than in past disputes and
this, in part, can be attributed to the very
aggressive tactics management have
employed during the dispute. Prior to the
first strike there was personal abuse; calling
guards lazy and scruffy, threats to sack jun-
ior managers if they wouldn’t perform
guards duties during the strike and breaking
agreements while at ACAS. Two reps were
suspended for alleged intimidation of scabs
on a strike day (one rep had been reinstated).
The continuing suspension has led to

preparations for a ballot of all RMT mem-
bers on EMT in defence of the rep and a right
to carry out union duties without manage-
ment victimisation. This will be a good
opportunity for building unity between
workers who have until recently been work-
ing for separate companies and where divi-
sions still exist. It will also be a chance for
building unity with the other rail unions,
ASLEF and TSSA.
Having the strikes on Saturday has

allowed Stagecoach to bring in strike break-
ing managers from their other rail franchise
SouthWest Trains. Strikes on aweekdaywill
reduce this and hit other businesses. On the
other hand Saturday provides the most rev-
enue and Stagecoach loses the most on this
day. There needs to be some clarification on
this andwhether the company gets compen-
sation for lost revenue on a strike day.
Everyone who works for EMT owes the

guards at the very least a vote of thanks for
their brave stand in the face of a predatory
and heavy handed management. If the
guards are beaten Stagecoach won’t stop
there in their drive for profit at our
expense. It was Chief Executive Brian
Souter who said it: “Ethics are not irrele-
vant but some are incompatible with what
we have to do, because capitalism is based
on greed.”

RMT member

• UNISONCONFERENCE: Good news, the
left at Unison conference mangaged to beat
the leadership in vote after vote. But there
were not many big debates as Standing
Orders had ruled anything controversial
(and 47% of motions) out of order. However
we won a lot of symbolic victories.
Perhaps the most significant victory on

conference floor was at the Local
Government Service GroupConferencewith
resolution to open up pay consultation in the
autumn, submit a pay claim by January and,
if unsuccessful, ballot for strike action in
April 2009. This is a massive improvement
on dithering in previous years and it means
we go into the next pay round on the front
foot.
Both the United Left (UUL) and the

Socialist Party (SP) held large fringe meet-
ings. Over 300 people turned up to hear a
joint SP-UUL platform of Tony Staunton,
Yunus Baksh and Glenn Kelly who have
been the subject to vicious witch-hunts by
the union bureaucracy. Glenn Kelly is one of
the “Four” being investigated on trumped
up charges of “racism”. However, Yunus
Baksh’s story shows the bureacracy’s real
“commitment” to rooting out racism. Baksh
was suspended from his job and his union
position after an anonymous complaint,
which he alleged to be racist. Yet Unison has
consistently refused to investigate his allega-
tion of racism, even claiming they are not
covered by the Race Relations Act. The third
speaker Tony Staunton is being sued for
£15,000 for inappropriate use of his branch
laptop (i.e. using it, as many branch officers
do, for his personal business).
The leadership is using disciplinary

processes as a way to keep the leading mili-
tants from running in elections.
The other significant fringe meeting

attended by 200 people was called by Public
Services Not Private Profit with John
McDonnell MP and speakers from other
unions. This meetingmade the point that for
all the talk from Dave Prentis about cross-
union unity Unison still abstains from any
initiative that directly challenges the govern-
ment’s privatisation agenda.
The left did look set to win a motion on

the Labour Party funding. This was themost
important motion of the conference and an
overwhelming majority had voted against
SOC wishes, to reprioritise it for debate. If
the motion had passed it would have sent a
shock wave through the Brown administra-
tion, a sign that Unison and the GMB were
lining up together to take on the govern-
ment.
The right wing were seen distributing on

conference floor, claiming that the motion
was a conspiracy cooked up by the Socialist
Party in order to get Unison to join the
Campaign for a New Workers Party. Much
more consistent Trot-bashing followed and
that allowed the NEC to squeeze a narrow
victory of 50,000 votes.
Leading Socialist Party activist Glenn

Kelly took up the proposal from Workers’
Liberty supporters for a united democracy
campaign within Unison to provide rank-
and-file support for victimised militants.
This is a very positive step towards building
the non-sectarian rank-and-file movement
that we need. The left has some positive
examples of building big active branches
with a record of campaigning. A fighting,
well-organised force at the base of the union
will allow us to better coordinate left elec-
toral challenges to the leadership and the
ability to hold any future leadership to
account.

Stuart Jordan

• CWU CONFERENCE: the main con-
tentious issue was the relationship between
the CWU and the Labour Party. In the policy
section of General Conference we discussed
an emergency motion from London postal
branches which, among other things called
for a ballot of themembers by nextMarch on
whether we funded the Labour Party at the
next General Election if they failed to
address the liberalisation of postal services,
post office counters closures and the post

IN BRIEF TANKER DRIVERS

BY ELAINE JONES

Drivers who work on a contact for Shell
Oil were offered a 14% pay increase

over two years after four days of strike
action. The increase may be worth 9% in
the first year and 5% in the second, taking
average annual earnings to £41,750 — it’s
not clear because contracts are due to be
renewed in a year.
The sucessful strike was well supported

with drivers from other companies, like BP,
who are also Unite members refusing to
cross picket lines and even the independ-

ent drivers who aren’t in the union sup-
ported the strike.
Workers on the picket line told Solidarity

the dispute has been building up for years.
In 1995 the tier one drivers, who were earn-
ing £32,000 and had a final salary pension,
were all paid off. After that drivers were
employed on tier two with new contracts,
on £17,500 pay and no set pension. They
are currently earning £31,800 for a 45 hour
week. They were asking for a flat rate one
year deal of £36,000 to get parity with other
workers in the industry, a one year settle-
ment because the contract will have to be
renegotiated.

The contracters Hoyer and Sucklings
said they couldn’t afford to offer a better
deal but it is clear that is Shell who deter-
mines the wage level and they can easily
afford to fund the claim out of their profits.
The government’s response was typical?

How dare these workers, who aren’t low
paid, ask for an above inflation pay
increase?
This argument will continue to be used

to put pressure on public sector workers
not to strike for better pay. Pay increases do
not cause inflation or economic crisis. The
crisies of capitalism are due to the nature of
producing for profit.

How to strike for better pay
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WORKERS’ REPRESENTATION

Get back to first principles
Andrew Fisher, Labour Representation
Committee (LRC) National Committee
contributes to the discussion on working
class political representation started by
Chris Ford in the last issue of Solidarity.

The left in Britain is in crisis. Recent
years have seen the tensions caused
by this crisis tear through the
Socialist Alliance, the Scottish

Socialist Party and Respect. Other projects
have been even less successful.
Within the Labour Party orbit, all left

organisations are facing tensions between
the Party and the movement — often to be
found diametrically opposed. Even the
amorphous quasi-left Compass grouping
has divided recently.
Those of us who are in the LRC should

take no pleasure from any of these develop-
ments — our own organisation is divided
on its orientation to the Labour Party. There
are those who seem to want the LRC to
become a more democratic version of
CLPD — obsessing about the National
Policy Forum or who is elected to positions
of powerlessness within the Party.
Organisationally, those in the LRC still in

“reclaim” mode only see the internal
Labour Party spectrum. They correctly
identify nothing to our left, and so believe
the LRC must look to our right seeing
Compass, and to a lesser extent the minor
groupings such as Campaing for Labour
Party Democracy and Save the Labour
Party, as those to whom we must align.
It appears these Labourites view New

Labour as little different from the swings to
the right under Gaitskell, Callaghan or
Kinnock. To do so underestimates the fun-
damental shift that New Labour has
achieved. Once the battle in Labour was
between social democracy and democratic
socialism (and could be accommodated
within its “broad church”); now it is
between neo-liberalism and a declining

band of social democrats and democratic
socialists.
Even social democracy is irreconcilable

with neo-liberalism, as the New Labour
record proves. Inequality has increased,
social mobility reduced, the number of
homeless families has doubled — and in
the past two years more children and pen-
sioners have slipped into poverty.
Whatever the faults of previous Labour
governments, none can boast this legacy of
harm.
Banding these social democrats and dem-

ocratic socialists together is also a difficult
task — especially when the complication of
Party loyalty is added. Compass has recent-
ly discovered this too as, for all its critiques
of New Labour, it still orientates towards
the Party hierarchy (and therefore neo-lib-
eralism) before it engages with the left.
More critical activists will inevitably begin
to splinter away from Compass as its inter-
nal tensions increase.
Those in the LRC who see the Labour

Party as dead, or are agnostic about its

prospects, realise that what’s left in Labour
is not enough to “reclaim” it and therefore
look to the trade union and social move-
ments to build coalitions — and recognise
these people will ignore pleas to (re)join
Labour at the present time.
T R Threlfall wrote: “it is only a waste of

time to advise the working classes to attend
and make the caucus what they want it to
be. The fact is they distrust it — they regard
it as a middle class machine; they have nei-
ther the time nor the inclination to compete
with the wire-pullers who work it, and they
have a decided objection to being made the
puppets of anyone”. Looking back at the
decline in Labour Party membership and
Labour voters in the last ten years, one can-
not disagree with the analysis.
Except Threlfall wasn’t talking about

New Labour, he was writing in 1894, as
socialists and trade unionists debated the
merits of working within the Liberal Party.
Threlfall was the leader of the Labour
Electoral Association (LEA) — which
workedwithin the Liberal Party to turn it to

the working class. However, the LEA also
backed independents such as Keir Hardie
who won West Ham South in 1892.
The left needs to set itself free from its

organisational straitjackets, whatever they
may be, and get back to first principles: we
are socialists first, and Party members sec-
ond. In so doing we need to learn from the
experiences of the LEAand our predecessor
LRC — which did not convince the largest
union, then the Miners’ Federation, to
break away from the Liberals until 1909.
There are several unions, with political

funds, now unaffiliated to the Labour Party
and looking at their political role. The
Convention of the Left in Manchester this
September attempts to bring together all
the elements of the British left in an open,
participatory, and pluralist forum. If some-
how these two openings can be co-ordinat-
ed then there is the potential for something
new to emerge.
As Chris Ford argued in the last issue,

“socialist sectarianism” is not the answer.
Instead, we must build openly “to crystal-
lize socialists and trade unionists in a new
alignment”. Like our predecessors that may
initially take the form of a left co-ordinating
committee backing a slate of approved can-
didates standing on different platforms
before it crystallises into something that
will provide an alternative to the neo-liber-
al parties.
Yet our biggest task is to work creatively

to re-engage the millions who have given
up politics, who no longer vote, and must
be re-engaged if any project is to succeed.
These include all those public sector work-
ers, students, pensioners, carers, environ-
mentalists, peace campaigners and others
who have been disillusioned by New
Labour.
• Convention of the Left, Mancheter, 20-25
September.
http://conventionoftheleft.org.uk

WORKERS’ GOVERNMENT

A watershed moment in union politics
BY COLIN FOSTER

At the recent Communication
Workers’ Union conference, there

was a motion calling for the CWU to
campaign to reverse the decision of the
2007 Bournemouth Labour Party con-
ference to ban all political motions to
future conferences from unions or local
Labour Parties — in effect, to abolish
the conference as a conference.
It failed to reach the floor. Another

motion, calling for a re-balance of the
union’s political fund money towards
wider political campaigning rather than
just funding the Labour Party, and for the
union to give financial support only to
Labour MPs who support CWU policy,
also dropped off the agenda.
GMB leader Paul Kenny has been talk-

ing militant, and speculating about the
GMB disaffiliating from the Labour Party.
But at the recent GMB congress a motion
for the immediate withdrawal of GMB
sponsorship from any MP who acted
against GMB policy was manoeuvred
against by the leadership and fell. (The
vote looked close but the chair refused to
listen to calls for a card vote and sum-
marily announced that the motion had
fallen.
The GMB leadership protested that the

motion would “tie our hands”, and

asked: “What if we sponsored the Home
Secretary or another senior minister?
We've got to accept that they're answer-
able to something higher than GMB poli-
cy.”
The usual stuff? Yes; but also no. Those

two conferences mark a historic water-
shed in the history of the British working-
class movement: the moment of passive
trade-union submission to the abolition
after 107 years of the final traces of work-
ing-class input into the Labour Party.
Unison’s structures mean that any

“anti-Bournemouth” motions will be
ruled out of order. The platform says that
such matters must instead be considered
by the separate structure (tightly con-
trolled, with little membership participa-
tion) called “Unison Labour Link”.
Unite (TGWU-Amicus) has no confer-

ence scheduled until November 2009,
after the promised “review” period for
the Bournemouth ban expires. The
motion pushed by AWL members in
Unite, for an emergency conference of the
union on the issue of the Bournemouth
ban, is not getting enough support to be
able to force such a conference.
In principle it is possible that the 2009

union conferences could suddenly turn
militant on the question. But it must now
be unlikely. Even when the Bournemouth
ban is followed by Brown imposing real

wage cuts on the public sector workers
who make up the main forces of the
unions, and trashing civil liberties by
imposing 42 days’ detention without
trial, the unions submit.
There was no “groundswell” in the

unions on the Bournemouth issue. In a
long view, the unions leaders bear
responsibility for the absence of
“groundswell” as well as for their
manoeuvres at the union conferences.
In the time - up to about ten days

before the Bournemouth conference in
2007! - when the union leaders were
telling the press that they would never let
the ban pass, they made no attempt to
inform and educate their union members
on the issues. Probably to this day, most
union activists do not even know that the
Bournemouth decision was carried.
When the union leaders had put left-

wing motions through Labour Party con-
ference — as they did more or less regu-
larly between 2002 and 2007 — they had
made no complaint about the fact that the
Labour Party leaders did not even bother
to say they would ignore the conference
decisions.
They did not publicise the motions that

had been passed, or use their positions on
Labour’s National Executive to push for
them to be implemented. No wonder that
most union activists concluded that it

made little difference whether union
motions were debated or not.
Over the last 15 years or so, the main

union leaders have effectively waged a
campaign to beat down and suppress
among working-class activists the idea
that there should be, or can be, working-
class politics and a working-class party.
The “left-wing” ones elected in more
recent years have done that, as well as
their “right-wing” predecessors of the
1990s.
In fact, all the major issues in politics

are class issues. There is no viewpoint on
those issues “above class”. To fail to work
out and fight for a working-class policy
on those issues is to accept that workers
can do no better than choose between
variants crafted by different factions of
the wealthy classes. Or, if the wealthy are
solidly united on an issue, just to accept
that the rich rule.
There is a limit to how long workers

will accept that. How near or close that
limit is, we can’t say. What we can say is
that a chief task of socialists must be to
fight to bring the limit closer, by arguing
for the principle of working-class politics
and the goal of a workers’ government, a
government which serves the working
class, and is accountable to it, as loyally
as Thatcher, Blair, and Brown have
served the rich.

The UK under New Labour: more and more pensioners are slipping into poverty
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BY PAT MURPHY

Who fears to speak of Ninety-Eight?
Who blushes at the name?
When cowards mock the patriot’s fate
Who hangs his head for shame?

The Memory of the Dead

FromMay to September of 1798 the power of Britain
in Ireland was threatened by fierce rebellion. The
rising had the character of a forest fire. It was
rarely clear where the main centre was. When any

significant source of unrest was identified and attacked it
appeared that the real danger lay somewhere else.
The Catholic peasants of Wexford, driven to desperation

by savage landlordism, created a movement powerful
enough to capture and hold Wexford town and many of its
outlying areas. At one stage it seemed that the Wexford
rebels would link up with their comrades from Carlow and
Kilkenny and march on Dublin. In June mainly Protestant
Ulster caught the revolutionary fever. Finally in August a
fleet of ships carrying over a thousand officers and men
from revolutionary France landed with the intention of bol-
stering the insurrection.
English rule in Ireland did indeed totter in 1798 — but it

survived. More than that, the limited independence Ireland
had experienced up until then was abolished after the rebel-
lion and replaced by the Act of Union. More than 30,000
Irish, overwhelmingly peasants, were slaughtered in the
months of revolt. The immediate political legacy was one of
repression, terror and communal division. In the longer
term the legacy of 1798 was much more positive and hon-
ourable: the emergence of modern democratic politics in
Ireland.
The roots of such a powerful upheaval were deep but the

catalyst was without doubt the success of the recent revolu-
tions in America (1776) and France (1789). The Irish leaders
were drawn, in the main, from the professional educated
middle classes and were inspired by the ideas of Tom Paine,
Voltaire and Rousseau. Their aim was not only to end
English rule but to establish a society based on “the rights
of man,” the sovereignty of the people, and in the language
of this new radicalism, “the greatest happiness of the great-
est number.”

Given the basic facts of Irish society at the end of the eigh-
teenth century these leaders were of course Protestant. For
that reason the age old movement to allow the Irish people
the right to self-rule was transformed and redefined. No
longer was it only a movement to avenge the wrongs his-
torically done to the “native” Catholic Irish by “perfidious
Albion”, that is, an essentially backward-looking move-
ment attempting to undo the conquest of Ireland by
England. That aspect of Irish nationalism exists still but
since 1798 it has had to compete with a much more dynam-
ic and progressive tradition. 1798 saw the birth of Irish
Republicanism and although, like communism and social-
ism, all sorts of abominations have been committed in its
name the central idea it introduced into Irish politics was
consistent democracy. The famous definition of republican
aims provided by Theobald Wolfe Tone has lost none of the
radical democratic edge it had then and compares well with
the demagogy and practice of much recent republicanism:
to replace the names Protestant, Catholic and Dissenter
with the common name Irishman.

IRELAND IN 1798

As the eighteenth century drew to a close Ireland
appeared to have one foot in the new world of emerg-

ing capitalism and the other in a particularly repressive and
constraining feudalism. Belfast and Dublin were substantial
bourgeois centres with a sizeable class of artisans and wage
labourers. For all that the bulk of the people were very poor
peasants — in parts of the country barely subsisting — and
the economy depended on agriculture. Poor harvests, dis-
ease and famine were recurring threats.
Political power was in the hands of the English govern-

ment at Westminster and their representative in Dublin, the
Viceroy, but Ireland had its own parliament too. However,
the Irish, like the British, had an electoral system restricted
to the privileged and riddled with rotten boroughs. This
was 30 years before even the middle class gained the fran-
chise in the 1832 Reform Act. A United Irish movement
pamphlet painted a graphic picture of the Irish political sys-
tem:
“17 boroughs have no resident elector; 16 have but one;

90 have 13 electors each; 90 persons return (MPs) for 106
rural boroughs — that is 212 members out of 300; 54 mem-
bers are returned by five noblemen and four bishops.”

In Ireland there was an additional injustice. The franchise
for Protestants may have been ludicrously restrictive but
there were votes and “elected”members from the richest sec-
tion of that community. But the continuing existence of the
so-called penal laws excluded Catholics from any effective
political rights, from the right to stand for parliament to the
right to vote. Ireland’s three million Catholics were subject to
parliament’s laws and had to pay heavy taxes despite their
penury — but they had no right to political representation.

1798: Ireland’s
year of liberty

The Memory
of the Dead
BY JOHN KELLS INGRAM
Who fears to speak of Ninety-Eight?
Who blushes at the name?
When cowards mock the patriots' fate,
Who hangs his head for shame?
He’s all a knave or half a slave
Who slights his country thus,
But a true man, like you, man,
Will fill your glass with us.

We drink the memory of the brave,
The faithful and the few.
Some lie far off beyond the wave
Some sleep in Ireland, too;
All, all are gone, but still lives on
The fame of those who died
All true men, like you, men
Remember them with pride.

Some on the shores of distant lands
Their weary hearts have laid;
And by the stranger's heedless hands
Their lonely graves were made.
But, though their clay be far away
Beyond the Atlantic foam;

In true men, like you, men,
Their spirit's still at home.

The dust of some is Irish earth
Among their own they rest;
And the same land that gave them birth
Has caught them to her breast.
And we will pray that from their clay
Full many a race may start
Of true men, like you, men,
To act as brave a part.

They rose in dark and evil days
To right their native land;
They kindled here a living blaze
That nothing shall withstand.
Alas! that might can vanquish Right
They fell and pass'd away;
But true men, like you, men,
Are plenty here today.

Then here's their memory--may it be
For us a guiding light,
To cheer our strife for liberty
And teach us to unite.
Through good and ill, be Ireland's still
Though sad as theirs your fate;
And true men, be you, men,
Like those of Ninety-Eight

The Memory of the Dead, better known as Ninety Eight, one
of the best-known of Irish Republican songs, was first

published in Thomas Davis’ paper, The Nation in 1842. It

was written overnight after its author John Kells Ingram
had spent an evening arguing Irish politics and history with
a group of fellow Protestant students at Trinity College
Dublin. Ingrams dared to speak of 98!
In 1842 the movement for “repeal” of the Act of Union

between Ireland and Great Britain (1801) was, under the
leadership of Daniel O’Connell, a mass movement. The
Nation was the publication of its radical, or bourgeois-rad-
ical wing. The looming disaster of the potato-blight that
first appeared in 1845 and continued until 1848, changed
Irish politics radically, killing hundreds of thousands by
starvation and driving out vast numbers of famine-
refugees.
JK Ingrams pursued an academic career, becoming

Professor of Political Economy at Trinity College Dublin.
He did not support the movement for Home Rule which
reached its peak in the 1880s, when Gladstone’s Liberal
Party adopted Home Rule as its policy for Ireland.
Professor Ingrams addressed the TUC Congress in

Dublin in 1880 (there was no separate Irish TUC until 1894)
and brought his academic prestige behind the movement
for livable wages and working hours that would allow
workers the leisure to create decent family lives. Ingram
was a “Comptist”, a positivist. In Britain the positivists,
most notably Professor Beasley and the newspaper The
Beehive, were friendly to the labour movement. Some of
them would be foremost defenders in Britain and Ireland of
the Paris Commune of 1871, the working class revolution
that held Paris for six weeks, before its defenders were mas-
sacred by the victorious “white” army.
Before he died, early in the 20th century Ingrams made a

manuscript copy ofNinety Eight, proclaiming that he would
always defend brave men who opposed tyranny.

Wolfe Tone
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The vast majority of Catholics had much more immediate
concerns and little or no access to political ideas of any sort.
Their main grievances, crippling tithes and taxes and reli-
gious persecution, could only be answered through the con-
quest of political power, however, and they were sympa-
thetic to forces which offered a way out. Throughout the
century peasants had protected their interests or wreaked
revenge on their landlords through a series of secret soci-
eties like the Ribbonmen and Defenders.
This was a political system which excluded the middle

class too and which was designed to protect the interests
and maintain the power of the old aristocratic class. The
growing anachronism of this system was perhaps most
keenly felt in Ulster, where industry and trade were more
developed and the land system less oppressive. Ulster had
a rural as well as an urban bourgeoisie and was able to nur-
ture the classes of merchants, artisans, farm labourers and
industrial workers required by an early industrial society.
Economic power was increasingly in the hands of this
emerging bourgeoisie while political power remained the
preserve of the big landowners. Ulster was experiencing
more sharply than the other provinces the contradictions
which in France, and later in other European countries, pro-
duced social and political revolution. There would be
unique problems for revolutionaries in Ireland, though, as
winning the support of the people, and above all the peas-
antry, meant bridging a deep-rooted and poisonous reli-
gious divide. The Irish revolutionary movement had to con-
vince the Catholic peasantry that they and the radical
Protestants had more than a common enemy in Britain. It
needed to convince them that they had a common future in
Ireland.
Despite the final outcome the attempt was inspirational,

a great democratic moment in the history of a divided peo-
ple still rich with lessons for those who believe that the
unity of Ireland’s workers is the precondition for that coun-
try’s democratic unity.

THE YEAR OF LIBERTY

Not quite two years before the United Irish revolt
French ships carrying 12,000 troops and the United

Irish leader Wolfe Tone arrived unseen and unchallenged
just outside Bantry Bay, a large naval base in Cork. This
amazing success was outweighed by the fact that they
could not land due to the unfavourable winds. After six
days of waiting dangerous storms blew up and the
attempt to land was abandoned. The fleet returned to
France and Ireland had to wait a while longer for her rev-
olution. Historians have speculated fruitlessly ever since
about how different the next 200 years might have been
had Tone landed. Loyalists have been happy to hum the
Lillibulero and thank “the Protestant wind”.
From 1797 societies of United Irishmen were established

all over Ireland. The movement was secret and complex in
structure. Led by a Directory there were committees in
every province and substantial organisations in practically
every town. This was without doubt a mass movement.
Secret minutes passed over to the authorities by an
informer revealed that the organisation had nearly 300,000
men under arms, which was five times the numbers of
government forces. It was also a movement with important
connections to the English Jacobin movement of the time,
no small matter in 1797 when two major naval mutinies
and a number of smaller disturbances threatened to pave
the way for a revolution at the heart of the empire, backed
by European invasion.
When the United Irish movement was ready to launch a

full-scale revolt, however, the British government was
much better prepared and the revolutionaries were in
some disarray. Wolfe Tone was in exile in France where he
remained throughout the key months, attempting to revive
the idea of a supportive French invasion. The leadership in
Ireland lay in the hands of people like Thomas Addis
Emmet, whose brother Robert would lead the first revolt
against the Union in 1803, Arthur O’Connor and the radi-
cal brother of Lord Leinster, Ireland’s largest landowner,
“Lord” Edward Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald was a committed
advocate of the ideas of Paine and Rousseau who had
railed against hereditary power and wealth and resigned
his seat in the Irish parliament after an earlier campaign
against the government. Dublin Castle was shocked at how
well placed and “respectable” many of the revolutionary
leaders were. They were nevertheless divided on tactics
and riddled with informers. These two fatal factors had the
effect first of delaying the rising, second of breaking down
its co-ordination and third of keeping the government rea-
sonably well-informed of developments.
In March 1798, on the basis of information from a promi-

nent informer, police broke up a meeting of the Leinster
Directory of the United Irishmen, arresting the main lead-
ers. There were some escapes and some absences but oth-
ers were rounded up soon afterward and the documents
captured were probably just as important. As the move-
ment’s leaders delayed their planned rising in the hope of
a French invasion the government’s actions were forcing
the issue. Martial law was declared in a number of counties
around Dublin and the people were instructed to hand
over all weapons before all hell was let loose. A blank
cheque was given to the most bloodthirsty army officers to
make examples of and torture suspects in public in the
hope that this would both unearth weapons and rebels and
discourage the peasantry from giving rebellion any sup-
port. The brutality unleashed in Kildare, Meath and
Wicklow certainly reduced the resources and morale of the
underground movement but it also put an end to prevari-
cation. This carefully-built and ambitious political force
could either fight or surrender. Bit by bit it chose to fight.
In May the counties surrounding Dublin rose up in a

revolt that shook the confidence of the authorities. Just as
they thought they had pacified the worst areas towns
began to fall, garrisons were captured and odd survivors
arrived in Dublin, scaring the powerful and cheering the
people with stories of disorder and defeat. In truth the
revolt had already failed to go to plan. What should have
been a co-ordinated rising at the western borders of the
three main counties of Wicklow, Kildare and Meath, stop-
ping the mail coaches so that the counties further west
would know the time had come to rise up, was patchy and
chaotic. Enough was achieved to ignite the powder keg,
however, and it would be five months before Dublin Castle
regained control of the area beyond the pale.
By the end of the month the flames had spread south to

Wexford. Fired by news of the successes to their north and
angered by evidence of massacres and brutality by the
army and police a peasant army led by Father John
Murphy took to the roads and attacked the houses of land-
lords and government supporters. Troops were swept
aside and reinforcements from the harbour town of
Wexford were, unbelievably, defeated by the mass of
untrained peasants armed mainly with pikes. By the begin-
ning of June the two major towns of Enniscorthy and
Wexford were in the hands of the rebels.
“That the long dreaded day, when the French revolution

would spread to Ireland, had now arrived was all too clear
to the gentlefolk of Wexford. They found their own trades-
people, their hatters and tailors, their coachmen and boat-

men and shopkeepers, the solid and dependable founda-
tions of the old social order, were their masters in the new.”
(Thomas Pakenham: The Year of Liberty)
Then, also in June, the revolution spread to Ulster. The

first rising there broke out in Antrim followed within days
by a similar outbreak in Down. As in the south it was in the
hinterland of the major city that the revolutionary move-
ment struck its first blows. The leader in Ulster was Henry
Joy McCracken, a Presbyterian cotton manufacturer and
longstanding member of the United Irishmen. Ulster had
at one time been the movement’s strongest area, shaped
and held together by McCracken and Tone. McCracken
was socially more radical than most of the other leaders.
The revolt he led would certainly be hard. Not only was
Ulster more tightly controlled by government forces but
the mainly Protestant-led rebellion would need support
from the more downtrodden Catholics, who barely trusted
their comrades-in-arms and felt they would be treated a
good deal more harshly in the event of defeat.
The government began to turn back the tide in the sum-

mer. Once they had prevented the attempt to surround and
attack the capital they consolidated their grip on the sur-
rounding counties with a mixture of offers of amnesty and
threats of destruction. That done they began to concentrate
on the relief of Wexford, a possible point of invasion,
where the rebels held a sizeable number of loyalist prison-
ers. By the end of June the army had retaken Wexford, end-
ing three weeks of rebel control. The peasant army, much
reduced but not crushed, marched to link up with areas to
the north still controlled by their comrades. While they
succeeded in this these remnants were mopped up by the
army in the following weeks. By the end of July the revolt
to the south and west of Dublin was a shadow of what it
had been. The rising in the north had been defeated in bat-
tle and McCracken arrested.
In August 1798 the Irish revolution experienced one final

injection of hope. At last the revolution in France came to
the aid of the people of Ireland. On August 23 a French
force of 1,100 men landed at Killala on the coast of Sligo at
the far west of Ireland. Led by a General Humbert they
found very little resistance. After a period settling in the
town, establishing local contacts and recruiting support
they began to extend their territory. They captured the
towns of Ballina and Castlebar and from then until the end
of the rebellion in September they and their Irish allies
were the government in what became known as the
Republic of Connaught. Humber’s wider plan, however,
was to march toward Dublin to meet up with and encour-
age the revolutionaries in other counties and link up with
a much bigger invasion force due to arrive soon after his.
This force would bring with it the leader of the new
Ireland, Wolfe Tone.
In different circumstances this plan could have revived

the movement. In the conditions which existed it was a
false dawn. Humbert travelled far but found only a brave
few scattered rebels and a demoralised, leaderless people.
He was finally surrounded and captured near a small vil-
lage called Ballinamuck on the border of County Longford.
The fleet of ships carrying Wolfe Tone was intercepted in

early October. Tone was captured and brought to Dublin in
early November. His final act of rebellion was to deny the
British the opportunity to give him a public execution. He
committed suicide by cutting his throat with a razor in his
cell. He took a week to die.

THE LEGACY

In the immediate aftermath of the rebellion the Britishgovernment decided to adopt a new and more drastic
solution to the Irish question. They concluded that the self-
government that had existed until this point had not only
been ineffective but had contributed to the revolutionary
mood. It would be replaced with an Act of Union which
would ensure that Ireland would be governed from the
Westminster parliament on the same terms as the rest of the
United Kingdom.
Opponents of the United Irish movement cite this as

proof of the folly and failure of the revolt. Even in the short
term, however, the Act of Union was seen as a defeat main-
ly for the tiny aristocratic oligarchy which had run the Irish
parliament. It was the beginning of the end for the
Protestant ascendancy in Ireland, as the following century
would show. Most importantly the real legacy of the United
movement is not, as James Connolly put it, “their military
exploits on land and sea, their hairbreadth escapes and
heroic martyrdom,” but instead their work as, “pioneers of
democracy in Ireland.”
In the 200 years since the “Year of Liberty” the United

Irishmen have suffered a further fate, one familiar to
heroic failed revolutionaries. All sorts of movements and
people have claimed to stand in their tradition. In nation-
alist Ireland they were universally celebrated and com-
memorated earlier this year. For socialists, however, what
is important about this movement and this moment is
what was new and radical at the time, because it hasn’t
lost its revolutionary edge. The United Irishmen insisted
that Ireland’s problem was not simply who ruled the
country but how it was ruled, and they understood that it
was only possible to fight for democracy with a move-
ment built on democracy. Thus the question of the reli-
gious divide in their country was an immediate practical
one which could not be dodged. They did not overcome
that divide, but in the attempt they created the most seri-
ous and united challenge so far to the subjugation of the
Irish people.



BY SACHA ISMAIL

These are bad times for the Socialist Action group.
Not only did the defeat of Ken Livingstone mean
the loss of their sinecures at City Hall, their front
group “Student Broad Left” has now almost dis-

appeared. In an attempt to shore up their position, SA
have hit out at their erstwhile allies in the SWP.
Ruqayyah Collector, the outgoing NUS Black Students'

Officer who embarrassed herself as the self-appointed “left
unity” candidate for NUS president, is probably not a
member of Socialist Action — she isn't even notionally a
socialist, more of a populist, semi-Islamist liberal.
However, she has been selected to do the organisation's
dirty work.
The leadership of the Black Students Campaign — who

are linked to Student Broad Left by clique affiliation, but
never openly use that designation — has come under pres-
sure from the growing strength of Student Respect, who
stood their comrade Assed Baig (an independent, not an
SWP member) for Black Students' Officer against

Ruqayyah's heir-apparent Bell Ribeiro-Addy. Although
Bell won, with Assed second and a right-wing candidate
third, SBL are clearly feeling panicked, as their bureaucrat-
ic control over the Black Students' Campaign is really all
they have left.
Thus Ruqayyah's lengthy diatribe against Assed and the

SWP, accusing them of an alliance with the right wing in
the campaign. The article is stuffed full of typically nonsen-
sical Socialist Action rhetoric about “black unity” and
“powerful” and “progressive” policies. Her real motiva-
tions become clearer, however, when she describes Assed
as “standing fraudulently as Respect”. Ruqayyah, along
with SA, are enthusiastic supporters of George Galloways'
Respect Renewal group. In NUS Black Students' Campaign
as in Unite Against Fascism, the Respect split is manifest-
ing itself in a war between SA and the SWP.
Both SWSS and Assed have published response to

Ruqayyah (and she has responded in turn!) As far as we
can tell, their refutation of the claim that they made an
alliance with the right is truthful (though of course SWSS
has not hesitated to back right-wingers against Workers'
Liberty students in past NUS elections).
We have to be sharply critical of Student Respect, whose

politics on anti-racism and black liberation, as on other
issues, concede a great deal to the classless, populist world-
view of which Socialist Action are the logical conclusion.
At the same time, if we oppose both the SWP and SA, the
two sides of the triangle are not the same length. The emer-
gence of a left opposition in the Black Students' Campaign
is positive, as is any contribution the SWP may make to
destroying the noxious bureaucrats of Socialist Action.
We would like to know why, so many times in the past,

the SWP student leadership have promoted an alliance
with these same bureaucrats against fellow revolutionary
socialists in the student movement. We would urge SWSS
and Respect students to demand that their organisations
turn seriously to the left, towards an alliance with ENS and
other socialists, instead of renewing an alliance with the
remnants of Student Broad Left.
For Ruqayyah Collector's attacks on the SWP, see

www.officeronline.co.uk/blogs/ruqayyahcollector/
For Assed's reply, see

www.educationet.org/messageboard/posts/1175528323.ht
ml
All the documentation and a reply from ENS will

appear soon at www.free-education.org.uk

BY DAVID BRODER

The 21 June Socialist Worker, an issue geared for
the SWP’s anti-BNP demo in London, was full of
establishment anti-fascism, claiming that the
BNP are not a “respectable” party and calling for

an apolitical cross-class front against fascism. To this end,
the paper included an article about the “hidden story” of
West Indian people fighting for the Allies in World War
Two, as “revealed” by a new Imperial War Museum exhi-
bition.
Simon Assaf tells us that “Over 10,000 West Indians vol-

unteered to defend Britain against the Nazis”, neglecting to
mention the imperialist character of the war on both sides.
He makes no reference whatsoever to colonial exploitation
in the British Empire, and in this vein uses the word
“flowed” rather oddly in the sentence “Many people in the
British empire took part in raising money to help the war
effort – in addition to the extra taxes, raw materials and
food that flowed from the colonies to support the war.”
Surely he means “were forcibly taken”.
Socialist Workermakes great play of the digging-deep the

“war effort” required: but the fact that the West Indians
were poor doesn't mean that when they got shipped off to
Egypt to defend the British Empire from the Germans they
were fighting the good fight. They had absolutely no con-
trol over the character, strategy and organisation of any
aspect of the Allies’ “war effort”. They were just cannon
fodder for Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin and de Gaulle. One
could equally say that German soldiers were working-class
and fought bravely: should we honour their “contribu-
tion”?
There is no mention of the 1934-39 strike wave in the

British West Indies, the lack of free elections in such terri-
tories or indeed those peoples' demand for independence.
West Indians are just portrayed as useful troops for
Churchill, and the article is nothing but a long advertise-
ment for an Imperial War Museum exhibition, i.e. an exhi-
bition staged by a museum set up to celebrate British impe-
rialism. It is social-patriotism, pure and simple, and further
evidence of the SWP’s complete lack of working-class
political bearings.
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Police riot as “anti-imperialists”
embarrass themselves

BUSH VISIT

LEFT

Two nations, two states
Socialists and Israel/Palestine

• Origins of the conflict
• Marxism and the
Jewish question • The
case for a Palestinian
state • Boycott? • What
is Islamism? • The
Stalinist roots of left
anti-Zionism • Mutual respect or
religious war?

£2 including post and packing from PO Box 823,
London, SE15 4NA. Cheques payable to “AWL”

BY CHRIS MARKS

George Bush’s visit to London on 15 June was
an opportunity for socialists to take advan-
tage of large scale opposition to the actions of
the American and British governments’ both

abroad and at home. Unfortunately, the demonstration
held by the Stop the War Coalition was as politically
vacant as previous ones. Instead of highlighting wider
issues of global capitalism, the only subject on the agen-
da was the war in Iraq. The demo was embarrassingly
small; only about 2,000 strong. The speakers were of an
equally disappointing character. Stop the War Coalition
convenor Lindsey German spent most of her speech giv-
ing the PrimeMinister and the Queen a slap on the wrist
for inviting George Bush for tea and dinner! I don’t
think the representatives of British imperialist power
were listening.
Slogans chanted by comrades in the SWP were not only

politically vacant, but many were downright ridiculous
and in one case homophobic. To hear Socialist Workers’
Party activists chant “we pay your wages; let us pass” was
bad enough; as if socialists call on the police to do our bid-
ding because the state gives them tax money. Another
classic megaphone moment came when an SWP activist
exclaimed “the Allies didn’t fight against the Nazis in
World War Two, just to have Fascist, Nazi, Gestapo SS
police officers here!” which is ridiculous on two counts.
Firstly, why are the governments of the Allied nations to
be praised? Secondly, the police, bad on many counts, are
not Nazis, or fascists, or part of the Gestapo or the SS.
But the worst of it was when an activist was heard to

bellow hysterically through a megaphone the demand,

“Stop sucking each others’ cocks, batty-men”. This sort of
behaviour is shocking, but not entirely unsurprising. A
coalition based on nothing more than opposition to the
actions of one state over another and without any real
political underpinning (i.e. working-class solidarity) is
bound to result in every man and his dog bringing all
their prejudices to the party. To be fair to the activist in
question she did apologise, only to then defend her
actions by asserting that the police themselves were
homophobic!
Also evident were the continually horrific antics of the

Coalition’s other large organisations. The British Muslim
Initiative for instance, a group sympathetic to the clerical
fascist Muslim Brotherhood were giving out banners with
slogans such as ‘Go home Hitler’, which not only is a mas-
sive misrepresentation of politics in the US, but also trivi-
alises the Holocaust by conflating the death of Iraqi and
Palestinian civilians with the organised and systematic
genocide of six million European Jews.
Some may find the tone of this a tad angry, and it was

very upsetting to see otherwise good comrades (the SWP,
not the BMI) acting in such a manner, but there were some
rays of light: Chants such as “abolish the police” and the
slightly sharper than usual “the WORKERS united will
never be defeated” were shouted when the police felt it
necessary to start brutalising activists with metal batons
and their fists. There was more police brutality on this
demonstration than others. Metal batons were liberally
used on protesters and snatch squads of heavily
armoured riot police charged the crowds on various occa-
sions. Many activists put up a defence against this brutal-
ity, but were soon stopped by Stop the War stewards who

without any hint of irony asked them to “stop the vio-
lence”; they were “splitting the movement”. Also when
asked who they were meant to be protecting, us or the
police, one Stop the War steward responded, “both”.
Disgusting.
Opposition to imperialism and national chauvinism is

important, but it must be linked to democracy and libera-
tion struggles. The Socialist Workers’ Party’s ‘Campaign
Iran’ has not learned this lesson and will unfortunately go
the same way as the Stop the War Coalition. Homophobic
behaviour at demonstrations is not acceptable, but when
you are silent about the struggles of LGBT activists in
places like Iran and Iraq and treat them as an inconven-
ience to your kitsch ‘anti-imperialism’ then what do you
expect? The slogan on Iran should read, “against
Imperialism and theocracy, solidarity with students,
women and workers in Iran”.

Socialist Action lashes out Socialist
Worker:
social patriots
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REVIEWS

CHRIS MARKS REVIEWS DISPATCHES
(CHANNEL 4, 23 JUNE)

This programme focused on the rising cost of liv-
ing, and specifically the price of food in Britain
today. It followed the Harpers, a “typical” mid-
dle-class family, as they cope with the rising

cost of their weekly grocery shop. But from the very start
we see that this is no “typical family”, for instance, in
the first introduction to the family Kevin Harper, who
works in the City, has to decide whether or not it is expe-
dient to carry on buying free range organic eggs with
added Omega 3 or switch to a budget range.
Other than the Harpers the programme was inter-

spersed with some very simplistic economic analysis by
Russell Group professors and former business leaders
who offer little more than 'the price of production is
increasing, hence the increase in food prices' and that
'some people are going to have to choose between eating
and heating', with the ex-director of the Office of Fair
Trading qualifying this as “a tough choice” — no shit, and
not for you — you’re loaded. The programme included
some quite interesting statistics, such as the average pro-
portion of income spent on food “only” being 15% —
although in reality the majority of people spend a greater
proportion than that, and many of the lowest paid work-
ers also pay over 50% of their income on rent.
What was really quite absurd about the whole produc-

tion was that apart from the piece on the impact on con-
sumers (remember the middle-class family), the rest of the
programme focused on the hardship fared by business
owners! Without mentioning that they only pass on price
rises to us so they can maintain a profit the presenter sym-

pathetically listened to the sad story of the cattle farmer
who is being screwed over by the wheat farmer, to the
Smithfields meat seller and to the greasy spoon owner on
the A1 who laments the passing of the “great British fry-
up” — apparently now up to £4.80. The insinuation is that
these people are starving, when in fact they are all still
making a profit. The people that are suffering are their
staff who are having their wages, working-conditions and
even jobs slashed to keep the profit margins as wide as
possible (not mentioned) and the workers who have to
buy produce off them to survive.
The second part of the programme was dedicated to an

interview with a hedge-fund manager. When beheading
bunny rabbits these people sit in shiny offices and artifi-
cially raise the price of commodities — in this case wheat
— by speculating on the futures markets. As he candidly
admits, what he does is comparable to loading 1000 tons
of wheat onto a boat, and sinking it. But, he argues while
nonchalantly waiving his hand across a map of Africa,
this increase in price will stimulate investment in wheat
production and the balance will be restored. Of course, in
the meantime millions are starving and he’s laughing all
the way to the bank.
In the meantime they’re back with the Harpers, and the

advice is simple: economise. A woman is brought in to
advise on how to save on their weekly shop. She tells
them not to let the supermarkets dictate how much they
spend, and to shop at different supermarkets and local
shops. The message from Channel 4 is clear — tough
times ahead, but the great British Blitz spirit will carry us
through. The reality is that this submissive attitude and
acceptance of austerity only serves the owners of the
means of production as it guarantees their survival.

The middle classes
are starving?

TELEVISION

“We didn’t
machine gun
our teachers”
BY BRUCE ROBINSON

In 1968 I was a 14 year old student at a posh schoolin the centre of London. Events of that year did not
pass unnoticed even among the sons of the bour-
geoisie. The film If made an impression and, even

if we didn’t machine gun our teachers, there was at least
one organised protest there demanding the right to
party unconstrained by school rules on Saturdays.
A few of us decided to go on the March 17th demon-

stration against the war in Vietnam (see the article in
Solidarity 129 for what happened and my impressions). In
my case, this was the culmination of a growing awareness
of Vietnam and things such as the civil rights movement
in the US, the 50th anniversary of the Russian Revolution
and the election of Labour in Britain. The demo, quickly
followed by May ‘68, provoked a leap in developing my
political commitment: I subsequently took on board most
of the issues that whizzed past in 68, demonstrating in sol-
idarity with French workers and students and against the
Greek junta, Enoch Powell and the Russian invasion of
Czechoslovakia. I got involved in a local branch of the
Vietnam Solidarity Campaign preparing for the huge
October demo, listening to discussions at the occupied
LSE on the weekend of the march. I also sold the Black
Dwarf on the streets — a nice little earner!
I was certainly naive at the time — as were many older

and ‘wiser’ 68ers – particularly when it came to the
labour movement. I penned a letter arguing in a debate
that you couldn’t join the Labour Party because the
Wilson government was in thrall to the ‘gnomes of
Zurich’ (international bankers) and remember feeling
smug that Tariq Ali and Bob Rowthorn had thrashed
Michael Foot and Eric Heffer when the Black Dwarf
debated Tribune at the start of 1969.
But despite this I came quickly to two views I continue

to hold: firstly, that Stalinism had nothing to do with
socialism and had to be destroyed and secondly that if
you were serious about revolution you had to be part of a
political organisation. The first – together with some per-
sonal contacts – led to me finding out more about Trotsky
and Trotskyism. I went to a meeting of the International
Marxist Group – the most ‘68ist’ of the Trotskyist groups
and prominent in VSC – and later knocked on the door of
their office in the East End to ask about joining. I talked to
Pat Jordan, the IMG’s full timer, who sent me away with
what was, in retrospect, a rather strange collection of liter-
ature to read. I cannot remember why exactly my inten-
tion to join the IMG faded – probably a combination of my
not being taken very seriously and of me becoming more
aware of the left and the IMG’s own lack of own serious-
ness with their ideas such as ‘student vanguardism’. In
1969, I eventually joined the International Socialists, like
many because the group was open, provided a perspec-
tive for doing something in Britain and also had called for
left unity.
This must all sound horribly precocious – recently at a

‘68 conference in Berlin someone asked me my age and
then disputed that I had been active in that year – and I
suppose it was in a way. But I don’t think anyone with a
germ of socialist awareness could just let the events of that
year pass without being affected by them and, unlike
many who use the exuberance and naivete of ‘68 poliitics
as grounds for repudiating their youth and justifying a
move to the right, I don’t feel sorry about that.

ROSALIND ROBSON REVIEWS RADIO FOUR’S
1968 SERIES

If you’ve been listening to the Radio Four’s series,1968, a selection of old radio news broadcasts from
each day of that year, you will know that it has got
quite exciting (as exciting as Radio Four gets), cov-

ering events and France over the last two months.
June also featured the women machinist strikers at Ford

Dagenham. In June 1968 these women struck against sex
discrimination in their job grading. We heard a news
reporter trying to interviewwomen on the picket line, and
a wonderful exchange ensued, reminding us of the pow-
erful feeling workers can get from deciding to strike. For
these women, there was no turning back, no putting up
with being patronised by anyone, least of all the press and
knowing that the power to change things and get better
wages, was in their hands.
“Are you going to go back?” asks the reporter.
“No”
“Why not?”
“Because we’ve got nothing out of it yet.”
“Why are you so sure?”
“We’re not going back.”
BBC man again: “Can you tell us what you’ve decided

this morning?”
“No.”
“Why not?”
“Because it always gets distorted. We’ve just got con-

tempt for the press.”
“Well just how strong are you?”
“100%”
“How long can you stay out?”
“As long as we want to. We’re 100% solid.”
“Are we 100%?” asks one woman. You can picture her

looking at her sister comrades for confirmation. “Yes, we
are!” she says, answering her own question.
The intimidated reporter then turns to one of the men at

the plant, who tells the reporter, “We [i.e. men] are the
bread winners, women shouldn’t go on strike”.
Of course it takes some time for male workers to learn

one of the cardinal lessons of solidarity — if the workers

are disunited, men against women, they will be defeated.
And small wonder such attitudes existed when writers
like Huw Benyon were, in his bookWorking for Ford, talk-
ing about the women workers, as “girls”.
Of course they were not “girls”, they were grown up

women. They weren’t working for “pin money”, they
were working to feed, clothe and house themselves and
their families.
But not all the men were backward. One is interviewed

saying, “They should get the same, equal rights as men”.
And when asked “What would happen if you get laid off
because of the strike?’ said, “I’d blame the company not
the women.” Good for you!
The purpose of 1968 is not to give you much back-

ground information about the events covered. Each snip-
pet is lugubriously introduced by a man with an
“absolutely super” BBC voice. But that’s in keeping with
this evocative, fascinating and sometimes inspiring pro-
gramme.

My ’68

RADIO

Not going back

100% solid



Anti-fascism needs more politics
BY PETE RADCLIFF

Unite against Fascism (UAF), the
SWP-run anti-fascist coalition
backed by several unions,
called their first national

demonstration in a long time on Saturday
21 June in central London. But the
demonstration, organised at only just
over a month's notice, was very small,
with less than 3,000 people.
This low figure demonstrates that it is

not possible to magically create a mass
campaign against fascism when there has
been little or no prior meaningful activity,
apart from very limited and sporadic
leafleting around election time. It is simply
not possible to cold start a mass movement
even after the shock, to many, of the elec-
tion to the Greater London Assembly
(GLA) of the BNP's Richard Barnbrook.
It furthermore demonstrates that the

comparative success of the Love Music,
Hate Racism festival onApril 27th does not
easily translate into a political commitment
to actively campaign against the BNP.
The SWP in a fairly parlous state at pres-

ent and there has been an almost complete
absence of any serious local UAF cam-
paigns. Not surprisingly therefore, where
coaches were organised from outside
London, they were half empty.
The UAF is in part a victim of the illu-

sions it peddles about the success of the
ANL in the late 70s. The ANL’s size then
was not primarily the result of carnivals
but the product of confidence after a series
of successful mass mobilisations against
the National Front. The most successful of
these was the “Battle of Lewisham”
demonstration of August 1977. The ANL

rode on the wave of confidence and mili-
tancy created by those demonstrations. But
since then the SWP and others have spread
the myth that the ANL beat back the NF.
To their credit the SWP in the mid-70s

did take a serious part in demonstrations
such as Lewisham, but what do we find the
SWP doing today? Apart from its small
size the UAF demo was characterized by
an amazing imbalance between rhetoric
and proposed activity.
Speakers and banners repeated the

mantra “Smash the BNP” but not one men-
tion was made of any specific “Smash the
BNP” activity. In fact the one major action
planned against the BNP, a picket and rally
against its annual Red White and Blue
(RWB) Festival in Derbyshire on August
16th, did not even get a mention from
UAF’s speaker Weyman Bennett. Prior
requests for speaking rights from Notts
Stop the BNP's RWB Festival Campaign
had been totally ignored by Bennett.
In fact had leafleters from the AWL,

Socialist Party and Notts Stop the BNP
campaign not been there, and had we not

been able to speak to PCS General
Secretary Mark Serwotka about the anti-
RWB action, it would not have been
acknowledged at all.
Serwotka, who gave by far the best

speech at the end of the march, called for
trade union and working class action
against the BNP and for national support
for the picket of the BNP's RWB festival.
The SWP’s report on the march omits to

mention Mark's call for action against the
RWB festival, even though UAF, after sub-
stantial pushing from activists in Notts and
Derby, nominally support such action.
It is clear that the SWP, after many years

of doing little or nothing are now going to
prioritise anti-BNP work. They, through
the UAF, called the 21 June demo and they
have produced a new pamphlet on anti-
BNP work.
After the collapse of their RESPECT elec-

toral alliance with George Galloway and
soft Islamists, and a subsequent poor per-
formance standing as the Left List, the
SWP is throwing more weight behind a
UAF campaign that they dominate. This is
a return to their behaviour prior to 2000,
when anti-fascist leafleting was the SWP’s
antidote to their embarrassment at not hav-
ing any serious strategy for elections.
The constant use of the “Smash the BNP“

slogan doesn't translate into militant tac-
tics. They may use such tactics if necessary,
but necessity will be judged not by the
demands of effectively countering the BNP
but rather maintaining credibility with
their union sponsors whilst seeking com-
petitive advantage for SWP/UAF over
other anti-fascist organisations.
In the East Midlands area the SWP is

very weak and even weaker from the point
of view of anti-fascist activity. It appears

that they would rather have no serious
anti-BNP mobilisation than one not under
their control that might win credibility for
other anti-fascist organisations.
Other problems for the SWP result from

their desire to maintain UAF as a popular
front and keep religious, particularly
Islamic, organisations on board. The SWP
has made great effort to suck up to these
organisations but judging from the turnout
on 21 June this tactic has proven remark-
ably unsuccessful.
The popular-frontist approach of UAF

means that its literature makes no attempt
to undermine the BNP's most important
electoral ploy, pretending to be the voice of
a disenfranchised (white) working class
and feeding off anger at Labour's pro-rich
and pro-capitalist orientation. Simple calls
on people not to vote Nazi will no longer
wash as credible whilst no alternative
means are proposed to give a voice to non-
racist working class anger.
So a campaign with little politics and

unsubstantiated threats to “Smash the
BNP” may not only give the BNP publicity
but also give their more violent wing the
desire and confidence to smash the left
before the left smashes them.
UAF may move from this grossly sectar-

ian and irresponsible attitude. Certainly
there were a lot of embarrassed SWP faces
on Saturday. But the anti-fascist movement
cannot wait for a rethink from UAF that
may never happen. We need to recreate
working class orientated anti-fascist cam-
paign, both nationally and in the localities.
Those campaigns clearly have to relate to
widespread concern about the BNP's
growth but also have to link blocking this
growth with positive action in defence of
working class people.

BY SACHA ISMAIL

Well over a hundred people
attended the "Save Our
Services in Lambeth" meet-
ing hosted by Lambeth local

government Unison on 11 June, and
agreed to launch a Public Services Not
Private Profit campaign to unite the vari-
ous workers' struggles and anti-cuts ini-
tiatives currently taking place in the bor-
ough.
Heenal Rajani, Unison convenor for

Lambeth housing, outlined the council's
latest proposals. Having narrowly "won" a
ballot in favour of an ALMO (in fact a sub-
stantial majority of tenants either opposed
the ALMO or voted "don't know"), the
council now wants to give private compa-
nies ten year contracts worth £1.2 billion to
run housing services. In other words, con-
tractors will be able to line their pockets at
the expense of the services provided to ten-
ants and leaseholders, and the wages and
conditions of the hundreds of council
workers threatened with transfer to the
private sector.
This time, tenants are not even being

allowed a vote. However, the union will be
balloting for industrial action to defend its
members, as the spearhead of a political
campaign against the privatisation.
Speakers from a variety of local campaigns
pledged solidarity with the Unison work-

ers in their dispute, as did other workers
including Lambeth College UCU (who are
currently waging their own fight against
cuts).
The other platform speakers were ten-

ants council activist Jean Kerrigan, Alan
Walter of Defend Council Housing,
Lambeth Pensioners' Association secretary
Barbara Glosby and Mark Serwotka of
PCS. Serwotka advocated that anti-cuts
and other local working-class campaigns
should consider standing independent
candidates against Labour, a suggestion
which received a warm welcome from the
floor.
One interesting element of the debate

that followed was the response to a sugges-
tion from a member of the right-wing pop-
ulist English Democrats group that "people
should stop banging on about capitalism
and the working class. The problem is not
capitalism, it's the Labour government."
The speaker went on to advocate support
for nationalist sectors of British capital. The
vast majority of those who spoke disassoci-
ated themselves from this view and
argued, in one way or another, that it is
precisely working-class solidarity that is
needed against capitalist attacks.
The meeting agreed to launch an ongo-

ing Public Services Not Private Profit cam-
paign to unite different struggles in
Lambeth. For more information email
info@saveourservices.org.uk or visit
www.saveourservices.org.uk

ANTI-BNP DEMO

CAMPAIGNS
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Marxism

FR
EEDOM

IDEAS FOR

11 - 13 July
London

2008

A weekend

of socialist

debate + discussion

hoste
d

by

the alliance for

workers’ liberty

• Friday 11 July: social and film night.
Showing of I Stand by the River, a
film about the Memphis refuse work-
ers' strike, which Martin Luther King
was supporting when he was assassi-
nated. Discussion with US trade
unionist Kim Moody. Held at the
Bread and Roses, 68a Clapham
Manor Street, London SW4, 7.30-late

• Saturday 12 and Sunday 13 July: at
the Resource Centre, 356 Holloway
Rd, London N7. Saturday features a
speaker from the International
Socialist Organisation Zimbabwe on
workers’ struggle against Mugabe.

• Cheap food, free creche and
accommodation

• Tickets: £25 (waged), £18
(students and low-waged), £13

(unwaged) Buy now and save £3 on
these prices. Day-tickets available

Send a cheque (payable to “AWL”) to
AWL, PO Box 823, London SE15 4NA

More details or to pay online:
workersliberty.org/ideas

May 68

Protest against the BNP
15-17 August
Codnor/Derby (near the M1)

The Red, White and Blue festival
is a major annual event held by
the BNP. For too long they have
held these “festivals” without
major opposition. We are planning
a mass demonstration.

nottmstopbnp@yahoo.co.uk
www.nobnpfestival.wordpress.com

crisis

ireland

women

STUDENTS

Education
Not for
Sale grows
BY SOFIE BUCKLAND

Education Not for Sale, an anti-
capitalist student alliance in
which Workers' Liberty students
are involved, held the first meet-

ings of its new steering committee on 8
June. It was attended by activists and stu-
dent union officers from institutions
around the country, and was characterised
by lively discussion on a variety of issues.
We agreed plans for an intervention in

the London demonstration against
George Bush, for a variety of briefings
and campaign materials for activists, and
how to oppose attempts by the NUS lead-
ership to bring back their anti-democratic
- but defeated - "Governance Review"
under another name. We also agreed to
organise a national demonstration in the
autumn, mobilising student unions to
fight on fees, grants and for free educa-
tion in the way NUS won't.
More information soon. For minutes of

the meeting and more information on
ENS's campaigning, see www.free-educa-
tion.org, or to get involved email educa-
tion.not.for.sale@gmail.com

CUTS

Lambeth Save Our Services
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MARXISTS ON THE CAPITALIST CRISIS 5: BRYAN EVANS

FROM LIBERALISATION TO TODAY

After the 1929 crash the United States govern-
ment introduced very tight controls of the
financial system. From 1933 to the early 70s the
financial sector was very tightly regulated. By

the 1970s the banks were looking for ways to get round
the controls. There was a political shift in the late 70s,
after Ford became President of the US, and from 1980
onwards there was a process of liberalisation.
The most first important change was in 1980, when the

legal upper limit on interest rates was abolished. There
was a series of laws, under Reagan and Clinton, up to the
1999 lawwhich completely abolished the remainder of the
regulations which had been introduced in 1933.
This process of liberalisation of the financial sector cre-

ated the basis on which all sorts of innovations could
develop, and resulted in a huge expansion in the size of
the financial sector relative to industrial and commercial
capital.
The whole pattern of capitalist accumulation has

become much more centrally driven by finance than it
was before 1980. The United States, since the 1980s, has
been looking for new ways of promoting accumulation in
the US and maintaining its international position.
The 1980s began with very high interest rates of about

20%. That resulted in a major recession which dealt a mas-
sive blow to working-class organisation in the United
States and, indeed, around the world, as the high interest
rates led to the Latin American debt crisis and the resub-
ordination of Third World countries.
During the 1980s there was a huge wave of mergers and

takeovers in the United States, comparable with the wave
at the end of the 19th century — a massive restructuring
of the US corporate sector, made possible by new forms of
financial instrument, particularly junk bonds. It was fol-
lowed by a process of rationalisation, with the least com-
petitive units being closed, and constant pressure to force
real wages down and re-establish a higher rate of profit
for the first time since the big crises in the 1970s.
The banks then ran out of money at the end of the 1980s,

and the Federal Reserve responded by lowering interest
rates and pumping money into the economy to prevent
the over-lent banks from running into problems. Lower
interest rates led to a weaker dollar. That helped US
exports, and laid the basis for a slow recovery in the early
1990s.
The so-called IT boom followed in the second half of the

90s. You had a period when high profits, rising share
prices, and very strong investment in fixed capital fuelled
each other. Again, the process was very, very dependent
on an expansion of credit. The huge investments in IT,
particularly in the new global fibre-optic networks, were
financed by credit. In addition, firms were buying bor-
rowing to buy back their own shares in order to push up
share prices and make themselves less vulnerable to
takeovers.
The bubble burst at the beginning of 2000, and that is

where we get to the beginning of the current story. The
collapse of share prices from the spring of 2000 onwards
was comparable to the crash in 1929. Why didn’t we get a
string of bank crashes and a depression? The Federal
Reserve had learned to intervene very rapidly. It cut inter-
est rates sharply, from 6.5% in January 2001 to a low of 1%
two years later. That generated a massive expansion of
credit.

ECONOMIC TIMEBOMBS

Anyone following the financial sector was sure that this
was breeding trouble. Most people did not at first

look at the subprime mortgage sector, but rather at the
new wave of leveraged buyouts, in some ways a repeat of
the 1980s, now led by so-called “private equity” firms, but
essentially, again, financing takeovers by issuing debt.
That looked like the most vulnerable point.
There was also the extraordinary growth of derivatives,

particularly credit derivatives [bits of financial paper
which “derive” from other bits — representing, for exam-

ple, “future” assets, or “bets” or “hedges” on whether cer-
tain financial prices will go up or down]. That was proba-
bly the biggest time-bomb of all sitting in the system.
And then there was the mortgage growth. The US sys-

tem makes it relatively easy to refinance your house mort-
gage, so households took out new mortgages to pay off
their old mortgages and draw an extra amount to finance
consumption. That extra consumption from borrowing
drove the expansion from 2001-2 to 2007. Business invest-
ment was very weak, because businesses had so over-
invested in the late 90s.
As a result of financial liberalisation, it was possible for

banks and other lenders to grant mortgages to low-
income households who in the past would not have qual-
ified. And it was attractive — they could charge much
higher interest rates. They would send people out to
working-class neighbourhoods to offer very attractive ini-
tial rates and convince people that they could get credit to
buy a house more cheaply than they could rent. At a time
when house prices were rising, and the borrowers could
remortgage a couple of years later on an increased price
for their house, that seemed like a good deal.
The crisis which broke in August 2007 was the end of

the third of the waves of expansion, since the early 1980s,
which have been closely linked to the process of financial
liberalisation.
The housing credits were mainly then sold on, by

grouping large numbers of mortgages as bonds that could
be traded. Those bonds were in turn transformed into
other bonds which could get more attractive ratings. It
appeared that the big banks were selling the bonds on, but
what became clear last summer was that many of them
were also holding some of the new bonds themselves, not
on their own books, but in off-balance-sheet vehicles to
get round all the international rules on capital require-
ments [i.e. rules which say that banks must have a certain
stash of cash, of their own, to underpin their operations].
Once everybody realised that this was going on, the

banks took fright at lending to each other. In the second
week of August, the inter-bank money market dried up.
Banks were no longer willing to trust each other, because
nobody knew who had huge liabilities which they had
kept secret.
The expansion since 2001-2 has seen all sorts of financial

instruments expanding on a huge scale. When the crisis
broke, for example, many banks were left holding loans
for leveraged buyouts which they had planned to sell on.
Interest rates being low since 2001-2 meant that finan-

cial institutions could borrow cheaply, but on the other
hand the financial return on their lending was quite low.
That was why they were so interested in forms of lending
which involved leverage, where the borrower uses a rela-
tively small amount of his own capital and borrows the
rest in order to buy up a firm. You had private equity
firms which would borrow ten times as much as they
would put up themselves for a purchase. The hedge funds
[whose business is, essentially, betting in the financial
markets with borrowed money] would borrow up to thir-
ty times their own capital.
When the central bank sets a low interest rate, the finan-

cial sector goes searching for leverage. That means that if

things go well, they get high returns; the moment things
go wrong, the leverage goes into reverse, and they make
huge losses.

A WAY OUT?

The Fed has now pushed its interest rate very low. That
will relieve the pressure on some of the financial insti-

tutions under stress.
But the traditional channels by which central bankmon-

etary policy operate are running into problems. In the
advanced capitalist countries, the main way that mone-
tary policy operates is that the central bank buys bonds
and thus provides central bank money to the inter-bank
money market. Usually the central bank has a target for
the interest rate in the inter-bank money market, and then
banks in turn charge an interest rate which is a mark-up
on that inter-bank rate for their outside lending.
Since last August the inter-bank money market interest

rate has been very substantially above the central bank
interest rate. When the central bank pumps money in, it
can keep the overnight interest rate at about the level it
was, but one-month borrowing and three-month borrow-
ing rates are significantly — in terms of the money mar-
kets: 0.5% or 0.75%— above the target of the central bank.
The traditional transmission mechanism of central bank
monetary policy is not working because the banks don't
trust each other.
Clearly the Fed is helping financial institutions which

are faced with liquidity problems [i.e. which have suffi-
cient assets, but not sufficient ready cash].
Commercial banks have direct resort to the money mar-

kets, or they can borrow [from the central bank] on the
lender-of-last-resort facility. But Bear Stearns was an
investment bank [i.e. dealing only in the financial-invest-
ment markets, not in deposits from or loans to the gener-
al public or for commercial purposes]. It did not have
access to the lender-of-last-resort facility. So the Fed had to
engineer the takeover of Bear Stearns by J P Morgan
Chase, which is a universal bank, i.e. commercial bank
and investment bank.
Lowering the official interest rate has guarded against

further financial institutions going bankrupt. But in truth
they are continually displacing the problem.
When the first post-1980 expansion ran into trouble at

the end of the 1980s, and the Fed responded by pushing
money in, it prevented a deep recession in 1991, and laid
the basis for the next expansion — and the bubble at the
end. By pushing money into the system in 2001, the Fed
prevented another deep recession, at the cost of yet a fur-
ther build-up of credit bubbles.
They can't keep on doing that forever. The scale of the

collapse being staved off becomes bigger each time.
Whether they will stave off collapse this time, I don't
know. Some commentators are suggesting that the worst
of the financial crisis may be over, and it's possible. But
these complex bonds are distributed around a huge num-
ber of people, and financial crisis could flare up again.
In any case, pushing the extra money in means that the

financial institutions are now more indebted. There is
more overhang. If the Fed establishes the basis for a new
expansion next year, it is going to start with even higher
levels of debt, of higher financial liabilities, than the last
one.

Question to Bryan Evans: In past writings, you have empha-
sised that Marxist theories of capitalist crises do not see them as
just financial. A crisis happens through the interaction of finan-
cial disturbances and basic movements in profits. But recently
profit rates have been high. The rate of profit in Britain in 2007
quarter three was the highest since the statistical series started
in 1965. Does that dispel the risk of the financial crisis having a
big impact in trade and production?
Profit rates have been recovering in the advanced capi-

talist countries since the early 1980s. There have been
intermittent downturns, but broadly speaking profitabili-
ty was re-established in the major transformation of the
1980s.
Each period of expansion has to find some way of real-

Imbalances in the system
are unsustainable

Chinese industry: the boom cannot last
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ising the surplus value [i.e. of selling the commodities
which exploited labour has produced]. The vulnerability
of the most recent expansion, 2002-7, was that it was
exceptionally dependent on consumer spending.
Profit rates in the US were also up to their best values

since the 1960s. But, particularly in the US, it now looks as
if we are faced with a recession not just from the financial
crisis, but from that very rapid growth of consumer
spending coming to an end. That recession is going to feed
back, in the course of this year, into a financial system
which already has its own big internal difficulties.
US profit rates peaked in 2006. There is already a slight

downturn. As consumer spending falls — investment
spending was already weak, and strongly driven by
investment in housing — we will probably see the com-
ing-together of problems arising from the financial sector
and of others which come from business profits falling
because of slacker consumer spending.

Question: Martin Wolf, in the Financial Times of 1 May,
writes that: “The ratio of household liabilities to disposable
income [in the UK] jumped from 105 per cent at the end of 1996
to 164 per cent at the end of 2006... Such a rise cannot be repeat-
ed". There has to be a correction; and in the US, too, though the
figure there is slightly lower, 138 per cent. Do you agree?
On this occasion, I would agree with Martin Wolf! We

never know beforehand how far the elastic can be
stretched. Marx wrote that the credit system is notorious-
ly elastic. But the expansion of household debt cannot go
on indefinitely. It means the level of debt service is con-
stantly rising; a higher share of households' disposable
income goes out in interest and capital repayments.

INFLATION

Question: What do you expect to happen to inflation? The Fed's
policy seems to be based on thinking that somewhat higher infla-
tion is not a big problem, and may even help ease the credit cri-
sis.
The Federal Reserve in the US has a different attitude on

this from the European Central Bank.
The Fed does not have an explicit inflation target. Once

inflation gets to about 4%, they start reacting, but any-
thing under 4% does not worry them. The European
Central Bank has an extraordinary fetish that any inflation
above 2% is unacceptable — it's a continuation of the pol-
icy of the [German] Bundesbank — and hence, since the
introduction of the euro in 1999, it has been following a
monetary policy that is unnecessarily restrictive.
In 2002 and 2003 the concern was about the US or

Europe falling intoexperiencing deflation and the sort of
problems that Japan had faced in the 1990s. Now it is dif-
ferent, with higher inflation, driven principally by pri-
mary commodity prices, energy and foodstuffs.
A recession in the US and Europe will ease those pri-

mary commodity prices, since primary commodity prices
have followed the business cycle in the developed capital-
ist countries quite closely. But there are long-term struc-
tural issues here: there are limits to the quantity of oil
available, and there is pressure on land for growing food.
The era of very low inflation we have had over the past 10
or 15 years, driven above all by falling prices of manufac-
tured exports from Asia, seems to be over.
Prices have begun to rise fairly fast in China now. The

inflation is concentrated in food prices, but that feeds
through to wages. In the export manufacturing areas
along the southern coast, wages are rising.
The other dimension to understanding commodity

prices is the policy of the IMF and the World Bank since
the early 1980s. Primary commodity prices were relative-
ly high in the 1970s. In the early 1980s the IMF and the
World Bank turned to so-called structural adjustment pro-
grammes, forcing developing countries to open up their
economies and re-specialise on the basis of comparative
advantage [producing whatever export commodities they

can produce most cheaply]. The supply of primary com-
modities increased quite strongly from the late 1980s. But
that phase is also over.

US HEGEMONY

The US had a major change of policy, starting in the
early 70s under Nixon. Until then it had been con-

cerned with building up a strong capitalist bloc in the
world [in competition with the bloc led by the USSR], and
it had been willing to countenance countries like
Germany and Japan having undervalued exchange rates
to promote their exports.
In the early 70s that changed. And since the 1980s we

have seen the US pursuing a series of short-termmoves—
not a long-term strategy, because it doesn't have one — to
maintain its position in the world. Part of that is the role
of the dollar in the world economy, which enables the US
to run its repeated current-account deficits.
This has involved the US continually having to reassert

the power it has in financial markets, in economics, and of
course militarily. It is going to be increasingly difficult for
it to do that.
It is still the biggest and strongest economy in the

world. It has a representation in most key sectors of pro-
duction. It has a huge trade deficit, its exports are rising,
but it has a huge trade deficit which it must finance, in
effect, by borrowing from the rest of the world.
But, as with households in Britain, the US cannot indef-

initely continue to accumulate international indebtedness.
I did say that ten years ago, too, and here we are today,
but it really cannot go on forever.
One of the things we are seeing now is an adjustment of

the relative strength of the dollar in the world economy.
The US will be looking for ways to reassert itself, and that
makes it quite dangerous. We hope that the rulers of the
US have learned from the fiasco in Iraq, but we can’t be
sure.
The US has been enjoying a standard of living above its

capacity to produce for 25 years. The overwhelming bulk
of that increased consumption has gone to the top 20%,
and a big part of it to the top one per cent. But those peo-
ple are never satisfied. They want more and more. They
want to ensure they have continued access to energy and
they can continue to run the current account deficits.
I think it's going to be difficult. Over the last two or

three years, China has shifted from a dollar standard [for
its currency] to a basket of currencies. Russia has done the
same. One or two of the smaller countries in the Middle
East are shifting towards a basket of currencies, although
Saudi Arabia still links its currency to the dollar.
The willingness of countries to use the dollar as reserve

currency is beginning to shift, too. Many countries face a
difficult dilemma at present. Countries like China have
large reserves already held in dollars, and anything they
do which weakens the dollar is going to hurt them. But —
so far as we can tell: they don’t publish figures— new cur-
rent account surpluses are not being invested solely in
dollars, but more widely dispersed.
Clearly, New York is the financial centre of the world. In

a sense, when we talk about international capital markets,
we are really talking about the international extensions of
the US capital market. There aren’t markets hanging
above the Pacific or the Atlantic.
But the importance of that is declining. The euro area

capital market is now in some respects comparable in size
to the US capital market. It is much more fragmented; but
it is slowly becoming more integrated. There is now more
investment in euro instruments than there was before,
although it is still much smaller than the trade in dollar
instruments.
The overwhelming majority of capital flows in the

world are between Europe and the United States. The
Asian countries and China are investing their surpluses in
dollars. That’s predominantly a one-way flow, whereas

the capital markets between Europe and the US are deep,
deep, deep [i.e., because of their large flows in many
directions, they can generally accommodate large transac-
tions without jerky movements in prices]. As the euro cap-
ital markets develop, that gives firms more opportunities
for diversifying their holdings.
Of course, there is a risk that the current crisis could spi-

ral into a catastrophic decline of the dollar. The IMF’s
World Economic Outlook of 18 months ago was focused
on scenarios for the collapse of the dollar, and all the fac-
tors the IMF identified in that report as creating a danger
of what they called a disorderly devaluation of the dollar
are still present.
The last time that happened was in the first week of

October 1979, when Paul Volcker [then chair of the Fed}
famously had to leave the IMF meeting in Belgrade, fly
back to New York, and raise interest rates very dramati-
cally, leading to a three-year recession in the whole world.
If it happened, it would probably happen very quickly.

It only needs one thing, possibly even a rumour, to set off
a chain of selling, and the markets can move very quickly.
The US central bank would have to react instantly, and it
would do so in conjunction with the other central banks.
Much as they are deeply disturbed by the way the US
manages its monetary policy, in a situation like that the
other central banks would have no choice but to instantly
collaborate with the US.
The emergency action would mean raising interest rates

in the US. But in the present situation that is complicated,
because it would exacerbate the credit crisis.
The growth in the last five years or so of the BRICs

[Brazil, Russia, India, China, etc.] has been quite closely
linked to the expansion in the US. China, although its
domestic market is growing, is dependent on exports of
manufactured goods. Although Brazil has a very impres-
sive industrial sector, it has been above all exports of pri-
mary commodities — partly to the US, but also to China
— which have driven recent growth.
The BRICs will continue to grow. But the rate at which

they have been growing in the last five years has been
linked to the consumer spending boom in the US, so they
will all be to some extent affected by a downturn in the
US.
The situation in China is extraordinary. There is a com-

pletely depoliticised government which is concerned at all
costs to keep consumption rising for those sectors of the
population that have been incorporated into the new
economy — the urban population and in particular the
newmiddle class. At the same time the government is try-
ing to do something about the terrible situation in the
countryside and about the disastrous environmental situ-
ation.
There are huge imbalances. The government is trying to

deal with the rising wages in the coastal regions by
encouraging new investment inland and in particular to
the west, where wages are much lower. But the central
states does not have much control over investment. China
still does not have properly functioning market-based
mechanisms, but the planning mechanisms, in so for as
they now exist at all, are at a regional level, and each
province wants to have its own car factory and its own
steel factory. There has been huge over-investment in
fixed capital.
Share prices in China have been rising to absolutely

absurd levels, too. There will be a political problem when
the middle class who have put their money into shares
suddenly discover that it’s gone. If the government con-
tinues shifting towards a market-based financial system,
there will be a financial crisis at some time, and that will
hit living standards and pose a big threat to the legitima-
cy of the regime.

• Trevor Evans is a professor at the Berlin School of
Economics, and has also worked in Nicaragua and other
countries. He has written especially on the interrelation
between finance and capitalist crises.

Today one class, the working class, lives by selling
its labour power to another, the capitalist class,
which owns the means of production. Society is
shaped by the capitalists’ relentless drive to

increase their wealth. Capitalism causes poverty, unem-
ployment, the blighting of lives by overwork, imperial-
ism, the destruction of the environment and much else.
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capi-

talists, the working class has one weapon: solidarity.
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty aims to build solidari-

ty through struggle so that the working class can over-
throw capitalism. We want socialist revolution: collective
ownership of industry and services, workers’ control and a
democracy much fuller than the present system, with elect-
ed representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.
We fight for the labour movement to break with “social

partnership” and assert working-class interests militantly
against the bosses.

Our priority is to work in the workplaces and trade
unions, supporting workers’ struggles, producing work-
place bulletins, helping organise rank-and-file groups.
We are also active among students and in many cam-

paigns and alliances.

We stand for:
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to

the labour movement.
• Aworkers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise,

to strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action.
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services,

homes, education and jobs for all.
• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppres-

sion. Full equality for women and social provision to free
women from the burden of housework. Free abortion on
request. Full equality for lesbian, gay and bisexual people.
Black and white workers’ unity against racism.
• Open borders.

• Global solidarity against global
capital — workers everywhere
have more in common with
each other than with their
capitalist or Stalinist
rulers.
• Democracy at

every level of society,
from the smallest
workplace or commu-
nity to global social
organisation.
• Working-class soli-

darity in international
politics: equal rights for all
nations, against imperialists
and predators big and small.
• Maximum left unity in action, and openness in debate.
If you agree with us, please take some copies of

Solidarity to sell — and join us!

WHERE WE STAND
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US PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

BY BARRY FINGER

The enthusiasm among the progressive wing of
the Democratic Party for Barack Obama, a com-
pelling writer, an inspiring speaker with a story
that seems to define the American experience, is

understandable. Indeed, the symbolic significance of an
African-American so close to the presidency in a country
whose politics is so fundamentally scarred by racism
cannot be underestimated. This enthusiasm seems to
have upturned the usual justification on the part of pro-
gressives and leftists for voting Democratic. No longer
is the zeal for the DP based primarily on the abhorrence
for the Republican administration; no longer is the jus-
tification offered defined largely in the negative, by the
nature of the reactionary opposition.
Sadly, this grassroots ardour is also based on a studied

ignorance of Obama’s political record. And where the wil-
ful suspension of disbelief cannot be reasonably invoked,
neither can coherence.
The Nationmagazine, the premier outlet for progressive

American opinion, enthusiastically endorsed Obama in
terms more consistent with a rejection. “This magazine
has been critical of the senator from Illinois for his close-
ness to Wall Street; his unwillingness to lay out an ambi-
tious progressive agenda on healthcare, housing and
other domestic policy issues; and for post-partisan rheto-
ric that seems to ignore the manifest failure of conser-
vatism over the past seven years.”
MoveOn, the liberal pressure group, has jumped on the

Obama bandwagon without making a single demand
upon his campaign.
On the Iraq war, which presumably motivates a good

deal of youthful support, Obama — while opposing the
vote that justified the war, a vote taken before he was in
the Senate — supports in effect, if not in word, a lengthy
occupation. He declared his intention to pull out combat
troops by 2009, but vowed to keep a residual presence,
estimated at 60,000-100,000 troops, in the region to carry
out counter-terrorism activity and to safeguard
“American,” that is elite, vital interests in the region.
He is unwilling to withdraw the sizeable force of armed

American “contractors,” but favours having them subject
to American law.
He stated his intention of beefing up the American mil-

itary by 100,000 recruits.
In 2005, Obama voted to reauthorise the Patriot Act,

allowing for the wholesale eavesdropping on the
American public under the guise of fighting terrorism.
While declaring his admirable intention of changing the

mindset that got the US into Iraq, his foreign policy advi-
sors are part of the familiar roster of careerists fromwhom
“new thinking” basically means a return to pro-war mul-
tilateralism.
Obama opposes single-payer health care, which cuts

duplicative, overhead administrative costs and applies
those savings to cover the uninsured, for one which main-
tains the centrality of the private insurance industry. He
seeks to mollify the right by making health care more
affordable without creating a government mandate, the
very mention of which is an anathema to Conservatives.
On the issue of free trade, Obama is on record opposing

the amendment to the 2005 Commerce Appropriations
Bill that would have prohibited US trade negotiators from
weakening US laws that provide American workers with
safeguards from unfair foreign trade practices. Obama,
(like Hillary Clinton and the Democratic Party in general),
is utterly incoherent on trade issues.
On the other hand, a party incapable of fostering work-

ing class solidarity and power domestically could hardly
be faulted for being unable to seek and advance interna-
tional agreements on that basis as well. They simply
answer to a different set of class priorities.
Obama supports the death penalty, despite its dispro-

portionate impact on black people and the poor. In 2006,
he voted with Republicans to build 700 miles of double
fencing along the Mexican border, although today he
states his willingness to find a different solution.
The larger problem is a permanent mindset of political

accommodation, if not outright capitulation to the right,
so that the country can “move forward.”’ It does not mat-
ter whether this is called “triangulation” or “redefining
the centre.” These are all buzzwords justifying cross-ideo-
logical political unity, in which the left is supposedly

strengthened by that candidate who can forge the
stronger progressive coalition required to tip the scales
incrementally in its direction.
That, at least, is one strategy for the left. This is the strat-

egy that is touted as realistic, starting where the masses of
people actually are, not where socialists would wish them
to be.

THE HISTORY OF “REALIGNMENT”

Michael Harrington, the great propagandist for re-
alignment, defended the vote for Carter on this basis

in 1976. There was an “infinite possibility” that great
strides could be made, he argued, “on full employment,
national health and issues like that.” The conditions for a
Carter victory, he asserted, were “the conditions for work-
ing class militancy, and the militancy of minority groups,
and the militancy of women, and the militancy of the
democratic reform movement.” In fact a stunning
Democratic victory did occur. Carter’s party took the
White House, the Senate and the Congress.
What transpired? Not national health insurance. Not a

repeal of Taft Hartley. (Carter attempted to break the 1978
coal miners strike by invoking Taft Hartley.) Not a mean-
ingful full employment bill. (The Humphrey-Hawkins
full employment bill that finally passed was so riddled
with provisos and exceptions as to be meaningless.) We
did get airline and natural gas deregulation. We did get
government imposed real wage cuts in the guise of fight-
ing inflation. We did get tax relief for the wealthy.
Corporate PACs and business trade association PACs for
the first time began to outspend labor in the Democratic
Party and did so by four to one. As observers at the time
put it, Corporate America became the majority stockhold-
er in the Democratic Party.
Disaffection with the Democratic Party led to a new

phenomenon — what was later to be know as the Reagan
Democrats. If the class interests of the white working class
males could not be defended by the Democrats in full con-
trol of the federal government, the Republicans could and
did make the not so subtle appeal to defend and advance
their caste privileges at the expense of Blacks and women.
Holding the line against social progress became the
bywords of Republican populism; not class war, but caste
war in the service of defending capitalism by fracturing
the unity of the exploited and oppressed.
The Republicans captured a good portion of the white

working class who turned their backs on the Democratic
Party, including the organised section, on this basis and
put into practice a little bit of their own re-alignment strat-
egy, one that proved immensely more successful than the
Harrington version. That identity politics evolved in the
teeth of this resurgent racism and sexism was the alto-

gether predictable, if equally ineffectual, response of those
whose hard fought victories remain even today in jeop-
ardy by the continuous barrage of right-wing political and
ideological assaults.
The rise of the populist right is not a political applica-

tion of the law of unintended consequences. The
Democratic Party is a slow death for those who wish to
check the growth of the right in this country. Class strug-
gle is the core of socialism, and history is rich with
demonstrations for those who are willing to learn as to
how perilous it is for the working class and the oppressed
to remain tied to a capitalist political apparatus. Left wing
alternatives cannot come from the Democratic Party,
which as a defender of the power structure either capitu-
lates to the right or creates the type of half-measures
which add to the public frustration at problems that
remain festering. Progressive alternatives can only come
from those mass movements who have no stake in the
preservation of the status quo and are therefore free to
fight it.

SOCIALIST TASKS

Socialists exist today as a political propaganda group inthe United States. We are not and have no immediate
prospects of offering a political alternative in terms of get-
ting elected to office on a national political level and satis-
fying the political needs of the oppressed and exploited.
Any campaigns which socialists might participate in, such
as the Greens and a potential Nader run, are for the pur-
pose of propagandising our point of view and of raising a
militantly anti-corporate program in a broader milieu and
on a national level to demonstrate the ineffectual and self-
defeating nature of working class support for the
Democrats.
The Democratic party still remains a symbol of popular

appeal to mass sections of the American population, even
more so after the particularly disastrous years of the Bush
administration. It is obvious that the working class cannot
transition from a capitalist party to a socialist ideology
overnight. Yet the abysmal approval ratings given to the
ineffective Democratic congress is indicative as to how
fast that appeal might sour should the Democrats capture
the White House and fail to deliver, as we have every
right to expect, on the promises and heightened expecta-
tions that their victory would raise.
The potential for oppositional politics will not materi-

alise immediately or spontaneously. It must ultimately be
sustained by the experiences of the working class and the
oppressed fighting outside the electoral arena. But that
does not mean that we must build our movement first and
thereby acquiesce to the argument that the masses are not
ready to break with the Democratic Party. No realignment
socialist would in principal object to that. But the time to
break, for them, never comes.
In answer to that logic it must be pointed out that trade

unionists of the past were not ready to sit-down and
strike, before they sat down and struck. The civil rights
movement was not ready to boycott and sit-down, until it
boycotted and sat down. The anti-war movement and the
feminist movements were not ready to march until they
marched. The only way to build an electoral movement
that breaks with the Democratic Party is to break with the
Democratic Party.
The Greens and the Nader movement will not be the

final shape of the new party that needs to evolve if our
aspirations are to be met. Their purpose for us as socialists
is as a vehicle to begin to chip away at the ingrain habits
of electoral submission, to overcome the psychology of
oppression by raising the demand that we can liberate
ourselves. The fight to organise against the corporate
dominated state, to redirect national resources to fight
against poverty and to curb the cycle of perpetual war
that enriches the military-industrial complex and the two
major parties — in short — the fight to break the cycle of
dislocations and distortions which have beset millions of
working class Americans in the global economy requires
an electoral vehicle of a new type.
Left unchecked the logic of continued support for the

Democrats will continue to drive the working class either
away from politics altogether or into the sorts of political
rage and frustrations which can be more readily harvest-
ed by the right.

Why the left should not
back Obama

Obama: accommodation to the right
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BY AN RMT MEMBER

On Thursday 26 June, over 700 London
Underground cleaners organised by the
RMT union, who voted 98% in favour of

strike action, will take on multinational cleaning
companies ISS, ICS, Initial and GBM in a 24 hour
strike. This will be followed by a 48 hour strike
from 1 to 3 July. With no cleaners at key depots
and stations, the health and safety risks of running
a railway without cleaners could paralyse the
Tube.
Cleaners have been paid the bare legal minimum

wage for too long. And now, with food, fuel and
rent costs rising, cleaners are struggling to survive.
They are demanding a minimum wage of £7.20 an
hour (the London Living Wage set by Ken
Livingstone), sick pay and 28 days leave plus bank
holidays.
One cleaner activist said, “There are some clean-

ers who have worked every day for four years with
only a few days off. Imagine, working a public hol-
iday for no extra money!” They are also demanding
free travel, a final salary pension and an end to
unjust ‘third party sackings’,.
A group of workers who were supposedly impos-

sible to organise — mainly immigrant workers, pri-
vatised, with no history of union organisation —
have proved the cynics wrong. They have shown
the way forward for class struggle. Many cleaners
have problems with their immigration papers, but
they have proved that undocumented workers can
defy a system that aims to silence them.
Some RMT activists have been sceptical about the

idea of a cleaners’ strike, despite the cleaners’ own
enthusiasm for a fight-back. “People have always
made out that cleaners don’t know what they want,
that they don’t know what they’re asking for when
they say they want to strike. Cleaners do know
what they want, all it needed was organisation.
Now our destiny is in our hands”, said Clara
Osagiede, Secretary of the RMT cleaners grade.
The strike is a challenge to the way the Public

Private Partnership works on the Tube. Under PPP
Transport for London gives contracts to Metronet
and Tubelines, who in turn hire in cleaning compa-
nies. With each layer of contracting, private compa-
nies cream off a layer of public money as profit.
Their model of profitability and efficiency is
absolute degradation of the cleaners from top to
bottom. Improved efficiency keeps everyone happy.
TfL, and all the middle men who pat each other

on the back and hand out pots of money to each
other, cannot wash their hands of the responsibility
for the cleaners’ exploitation. Tactics used by the
cleaning companies to grind the cleaners down
include: on-the-spot sackings; cleaners being made
to clean eight stations at a time on their own, so they
don't get pride from their work and — importantly
— don't talk to each other; having to clean faeces

with their bare hands when not provided with
equipment; using toxic, unapproved cleaning chem-
icals disguised in the approved bottles. Clara said,
“These cleaning company bosses are worse than
murderers… I liken them to the masters of the slave
trade”.
They have brutalised their workforce in the hope

that they would be so ground they would never
fight back. But it has not worked. Over six years of
dogged organising by the RMT, the Transport &
General Workers Union-Unite, and the cleaners’
desperate need for something to change, have pro-
duced this spectacular mandate for strike action.
A successful strike will threaten the whole basis

of the Public Private Partnership. If the workers will
not accept the degradation on which profitability is
based, where is the “efficiency” to come from? The
logic of this struggle is that all cleaning should be
brought back into public ownership.
Cleaners will be taking on international compa-

nies. For instance, ISS employs 43,500 people world-
wide with revenues exceeding £710 million a year.
GBM’s turnover is £40 million a year and they
employ 2,500 people. Initial employs 70,000 people
in 40 countries worldwide. International companies
may seem like monolithic giants, undefeatable. But
I bet they never reckoned on this.
One nucleus of organisation — built on the RMT's

industrial strength and the key role of cleaning in
the running of the Underground — can break the
basis of their profitability. When workers refuse to
just accept what is offered and vote in overwhlem-
ing numbers to improve their wages and their life
through collective, trade union action we see a glim-
mer of a real challeneg to the way the multination-
als do business.
This dispute is about so much more than the

cleaners initial demands. The cleaners’ own organi-
sational strength and solidarity shows that a mar-
ginalised, precarious group of workers can and will
fight back.
It shows the whole labour movement the possibil-

ities and necessities of organising the unorganised.

Unions step
away from
boycott policy

In June both the RMT and Unison confer-ences passed motions in solidarity with
Palestinian and Israeli unions and support-
ing dialogue rather than boycotts.

A motion at RMT conference denouncing the
Israeli oppression of the Palestinians, calling for
solidarity efforts and a two-state resolution to the
conflict passed by a more than four-to-one mar-
gin. While Bob Crow gave a speech in favour of a
boycott of Israel, our comrades argued for posi-
tive solidarity efforts instead of such divisive tac-
tics.
Meanwhile, the motion Unison conference

passed called for the union to work with Israeli
trade unions and peace campaigners as well as
Palestinians. This is an improvement on last
year's policy, which disdained such links and
called for a boycott of Israel. Supporters of
Workers' Liberty opposed that motion; we believe
that workers in Israel and Palestine need to work
together to bring peace to the region.
The composite centred on affiliation to the

Palestinian Solidarity Campaign but the PSC has
a very one-sided view of how a solution can be
found for the Middle East. They do not accept a
role for Israeli progressives, and therefore fail to
appreciate, or work with, those in Israel like the
refuseniks who genuinely want to secure a just
peace in the region.
However, the motion also called for links with

unions and peace campaigners inside Israel. This
will be a major step forward, as dialogue and sol-
idarity between the workers in Palestine and
Israel are essential to bringing peace to the region.
It returns Unison’s policy to that of supporting
solidarity with workers internationally and away
from the sterile dead-end of boycotting.
Unfortunately an even more positive motion
detailing the joint work of Israeli and Palestinian
peace campaigners and workers organisations
from Guys and St Thomas’s was not prioritised.
Next year we will have to try again to improve

the policy to focus on the potentially progressive
role of the labour movement in the region and
urge the union to provide practical and political
support for groups like Gush Shalom who are
organising convoys to break the blockade of the
Gaza Strip.

London Underground cleaners

Striking against poverty
and exploitation


